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EDITORIAL.

We do not envy the Editors of newspapers.

Heaven forbid that we

should ever be called upon to produce an article appertaining to current
events six times a week I We picture them retiring to bed at 2 a.m..
Or at whatever time Editors do retire, If ever, after finally laying down
the pen of affliction—only to find a very large and hideously grinning
gremlin sitting on the pillow, cheerfully chanting " Next, please." We
picture them tossing upon their beds, grasping at every fleeting straw,
from the progress of the War to the shortage of milk bottles—any peg.
In fact, to hang their story on
How much easier, says A. A. Milne, to
be a bricklayer.
The temptation to write on the War is almost overwhelming. After
all, the War Is the background of our existence, and has been for all our
years at Botha's Hill. And now that the long-awaited Invasion of the
continent (misnamed the Second Front) has started, the temptation is
even stronger. However, we will turn the back upon It, and after a
fleeting reference to the fact that the Sixth Armoured Division Is now

leading the field In the Kesselring cross-country up Italy's fibula, we
will talk of other things.

So what ? Enter once more the gremlin. Not the weather, surely,
though the snow on the Berg has been very lovely sometimes, and the
writer, like Ovid, "carmlna trementi ducit manu," while the strident
east wind hisses through the rigging. What about the oval and the
swimming bath ? Artistic and serviceable additions to the school's lay
out, to be sure, though now and then one wishes wistfully that equal
enthusiasm could be brought to bear upon buildings which more nearly
affect the development of the mind. Well then, the rugger ? This has
gone well and has brought renown upon the school, though (what ?
another concessive clause ?) It Is perhaps regrettable that a school's rise
In the social scale should so depend upon her prowess on the sports field.

If we are not going to exspatiate on any of the above pregnant
themes, then what ? Here Is shown the skill of the Editor. While trying
to decide what to write about, he has used up all the editorial space.
Very cunning, though not very original. So let him lay down the editorial
pen, and start on the bricklaying—gathering together school notes, sports
notes, old boys' notes, this, that, and the other, a long, long task that
he Is almost afraid to tackle, but one which does not require any special
Invocation to the denizens of Helicon.
). F. R.
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HEADMASTER'S ADDRESS.
We quote the following extracts from the Headmaster's address on

the last Sunday of the term, completing our fifth year at Botha's Hill.
The address was based on the story of the Pharisee and publican who
went out to pray.

One of the reasons why we loved the school we founded at Kearsney
was that we were willing to be humble.

We rejoiced when our little

school did well; we were quietly proud of her, yet truly humble. There
was no thought of thanking Cod for our greatness or of comparing other
schools with ours, to their detriment.

There was a real sense of our

dependence on the good will of others.

Here we entered on a new regime. We had and have buildings that
cart bear the inspection of the most critical, and we are glad to show
visitors round. Each year sees progress and development, so that though
much remains to be done and built, each item compares favourably with

anything other schools possess. So I grow a little afraid that something
of the Pharisaical attitude may become ours and that we shall start thank
ing God that we are not as other schools are.

Added to this there has been the success that has come to us in
sport—indeed that has come to us almost too early in our career on the
same plane as the other large schools of Natal.

So first of all I want to point out one curious commentary on human
nature that we are often most proud of those things we have received
through no effort of our own: the girl of her beauty, the boy of his

natural brilliance at sport, the scholar of his brains. All these are things
with which Nature has endowed the possessor, although there may have
been some effort to improve on the gift. In the same way there is a
danger that we may be developing the wrong kind of pride in the school

for which we as individuals have done but little to establish. You boys
know quite well that I am proud of your success at football, but the
basis of my pride is that your success has come as a result of team work
and not through the brilliance of individuals.

When we started out on the new adventure here I prayed God that
true humility might be one of the characteristics we would find develop
ing in the school as a whole. 1 wanted then, as I do now, to find you
boys setting service before self, a service that seeks no personal reward,
a service that asks no recognition, a service that is fully satisfied wheri
it sees a task well and faithfully done.

The moral of my little homily to-night is to plead with you not to
let false pride develop in the school. Be proud of our reputation for
honesty, for fair dealing, and for service. My final prayer is that we
may grow in the knowledge and grace of God, serving Him with true
humility, anxious for nothing but to be true to the best that is within

us, and to inculcate into the very fabric of the school we are building
here those things which are lovely and of good report."

Count Ciano

Played the piano.
And Badogllo
The piccolio,

But Stalin has no time for such accomplished prodigalities—
He's much too busy capturing inhabited localities.
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SCHOOL NOTES.
First Term: February 2nd to April 5th.
Second Term: April 18th to June 28th.

Cillingham House: Housemaster, Mr. C. M. Oram; Assis'ants, Mr.
C. de la Ray Nel, Mr. H. ]. van Zyl; Matron, Sister Attlee; Head Prefect,
C. ]. Davey; Assistant Prefects, C. J. Barnes, C. H. Stein, T. C. Calder,
H. N. Walker (House).

Finningley House: Housemaster, Mr. ]. F. Reece; Assistant, Mr. V. L.
Clegg; Matron, Sister Gamble; Head Prefect, I. I. Ives; Assistant Prefects,
M. F. Crookes, D. E. Damp (School), T. D. Jacobs, G. M. Gillies, G. M.
Garbutt, A. V. Trentham (House).
Junior House: Housemaster, Mr. C. O. Medworth; Matron. Sister
Gamble; Prefects, N. E. Theunissen, L. A. Dixon (House).
The colour photograph in the front of this magazine is another gift
from Mr. A. H. Smith. Though it has no immediate bearing on the school,
except as an incentive to would-be gardeners. It is nevertheless a very
pleasing ornament to the magazine, and we are very grateful to its donor.
We welcome to the Staff this year three new men, Mr. V. L. Clegg,
B.Sc., Mr. G. de la Rey Nel, B.Sc., and Mr. H. J. van yl, B.A., the lastnamed being with us for the year only. All three have settled down
admirably and are rendering splendid service in every department of the
school's activities, and we sincerely trust that the first-named two will
remain with us for many years to come. Rev. B Sewell, too, has been
taking Scripture classes all Thursday mornings, and music lessons in
the afternoon.

Services this year have
B.Sc., but we have enjoyed
and have also had services
superintendent). Rev. R. C.

been taken mostly by Rev. B. Sewell, B.A.,
the monthly visit by Canon Heywood Harris,
conducted by Rev. S. Le Grove Smith (our
Bellis (of Manning Road, Durban), and Rev.

Mokitimi (Chaplain of Healdtown).

We have watched the growth of the swimming bath with great
interest. In spite of hold-ups through shortage of cement, it was finished
before the end of May, and will be ready for use by August, for the
July holidays will be required to fill it. After that, thanks to the filtra
tion plant, the water never need be changed again, but will, we are
assured, get steadily cleaner until we shall drink it in preference to suncrush. The bath is a large one, having the deep "end" and diving
boards in the middle. When the precincts have been turfed, and with
its beautiful outlook, it will be second to none in the province.
Another major development has been the preparation of the cricket
oval. This will supply a great need. There has been an interesting contest
between a mechanical tree-stumper and a plantation of wattles, and the

latter lost with hardly a fight. The corner looks absurdly bare to us now,
as we look with unimpeded vision across to the lower playing field. Once
again our guardian angel descended in practical form, and it was the
placing of a cheque for £600, signed by Mr. A. H. Smith, which made
this scheme possible. Need we repeat how grateful we are to him for
his many generosities ?
This term we lose Miss Geddes, who has so admirably combated the
wiles of the food controller for the past four years and provided us with
meals fit for a king, even though it be a schoolboy's privilege to grumble.
Miss Geddes has been lured into matrimony, and henceforth her address
will be Mrs. G. Buntting, Qudeni. We shall miss her, and trust that
when petrol allows she will return to see us. Before the term ended,
she was the recipient of presents from the staff and school, and we wish
her well.
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Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Reece on the arrival of a sister for

Peter, who has become very paternal and patronising ! The newcomer
bears the name of Judy.

During the half year the school has bought 125 Union Loan Certifi
cates, via the medium of savings stamps.

The Rugger XV is tb be congratulated on its good showing this year,
especially the captain, C. j, Davey, and the three representatives in the

Natal Schools side, H. N. Walker (forward), T. C. Calder (forward), and
N. E. Theunissen (wing).

Mr. C. A. B. Peck, Clerk to the Natal Provincial Council, gave a
talk to the members of the Fifth and Sixth forms, on March 1 1 th, on
" Reminiscences of the National Convention, 1910."
Salvete: We welcome the following new boys; Form V, ]. B. Nieu-

woudt (Hill Crest), K. M. Oliver (Durban). Form IV, E. 6. Hughes

(Durban), P. McLeroth (Benoni), T. Nieuwoudt (Hill Crest) Form II I,
R. J. Baker (Kloof), E. J. R. Caney (Durban), 0. K. Clarkson (Durban),
M. L. Coppin (Durban), L. Dyson (Kokstad), H. N. Groom (Tweedie),
E. 8. Kettle (Botha's Hill), R. J. Kitchin (Durban North), D. G. T. Leather
(Hidcote), P. E. Metcalf (P.M.B.), N. G. Pottow (P.M.G.), R. G. Spradbrow (Durban), A. C. Taylor (Durban), B. R. Thorpe (Colenso), E. j. von
Gorkom (Scottburgh), M. E. Walsh (Durban). Form I I, C. E. Meinzer
(Johannesburg), J. A. Smith (Durban), D. C. M. Wheelwright (Pinetown), D. H. Williamson (Johannesburg). Form I, J. R. Burrows (Gillitts),

R A L. Kennedy (Ixopoj, J. G. R. Kinlcch (Isipingo), E. N. C. Kitchin
(Durban North), W. B. Letcher (Tabankulu), C. L. Oliver (Bellair),
A. M. M. Raw (Eastwolds), I. M. Sandeman (Ceylon), J. M. Smith (Vereeniging), R. R. Whitear (Umzinto), R. F. K. Wilson (Durban).
Valete: The following boys are leaving us this June; M. I Crookes
W. B. Boast.

On the last night of the second term a grass fire, fanned up the
valley by a gale of wind, swept through the plantation of five-year-old
pines, in spite of the midnight efforts of most of the school to prevent it.
It is feared that about 400 trees have been destroyed.

Sounds, alternately raucous and sweetly sentimental, issuing from
the Staff common-room, caused some concern to by-passers for a while,
until it was realised that the Staft were rehearsing for a play, to be
presented early next term.

Object; funds for Cavalcade.

SWIMMING BATH.

Early in 1943 the site between Junior House and the Armoury was
selected for the swimming bath. Boys laboured very eagerly at first in
starting on the excavations, but as time went by and no further move
seemed to be made, interest flagged. The Council, however, had the
faith and within a very short space of time, the plans were drawn, a
tender was accepted and work began. Now, six months later, the job
is complete. The changing room, showers and filtration plant are con
tained in a neat building on the site, and the terraces levelled. A low
stone wall has been built on the road side. The whole lay-out makes for
spaciousness and beauty. We are proud of our new acquisition and take

this opportunity of congratulating Messrs. 0. Grinaker on doing such a
satisfactory job.

The bath will be officially opened next term as soon as

the warmer weather commences.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

Feb.

5th; "The Saint goes to Palm Springs."
t9th: "Swiss Family Robinson."
Mar. 4th: "Tom Brown's School Days."
18th; "Hold that Ghost."

Aor.

1st: "The Devil and Miss Jones."

4th: "The Road to Zanzibar."
22nd; "The Ghost of Frankenstein."

May 6th: "Saboteur."
13th; "Golden

June

Gloves."

3rd; " It started with Eve."
1 7th; "Blind Flying."
26th; "You'll Find Out."

Violent earth tremors in the district on the evening of Saturday,
May 20th, were not due, as was suspected locally, to a movement of the
earth's crust, but to a further visit on the part of Mr. Harold Scott,
pianist, whose rather frail physique belies a powerful pair of wrists and
some piston-like fingers. Mr. Scott's finger technique, in fact, is quite
remarkable, and we envied his ability usually to hit the right note, or
several of them simultaneously, but the tout ensemble was rather like an
anti-aircraft barrage, and one string at least couldn't stand the strain.

One couldn't quite see the wood for the trees, and melody and tone were
lost in the welter of noise. Mr. Scott played Grieg and Chopin almost
entirely, but we think we noticed Liszt's Second Rhapsody, and quite
the most pleasant item of the evening was a representation of a musical
box, by a Russian composer. Discerning critics observed that in this

item the pianist once or twice removed his right foot from the loud
pedal, and even so far forgot himself as to put his left on the soft one.
The half year ended with what is now becoming regarded as a pre
cedent, namely, a school concert. It is quite remarkable how much talent
lies hidden in the school, and only needs a little diligent hunting and
then some earnest practising to bring it to light. The Choir's rendering
of "The Heavens are telling " showed how much hard graft there must
have been, for the music for this arrived only at half term, and it was
far harder than anything previously attempted. The programme, given
below, speaks for itself.. It is pleasing to see that some seniors are
willing to sing solo, and Wilker especially is the possessor of a powerful
voice.

Mr. Reece prefaced the concert with a few words on the work of
the Choir during the half year, and the general value of this musical
training.

CONCERT

PROGRAMME.

1.

Piano Duet—March from Tannhauser ... Miss Fraser and Mr. Reece

2.

Chorus—" The Heavens are telling the Glory of God"
(Haydn's "Creation") ... The Choir
Song—"Shipmates o' Mine"
Trentham and Hill
Reading—From Stephen Leacocke
Sandeman
Part-song—"Early one Morning"
The Choir
Song—" Macushia "
Fielding
Piano Solo—" Summer Idyll" (Rowley)
Young
Part-song—" Maiden of the Fleur de Lys"
The Choir
Duet—" The Twins" (from "The French Maid ")
McLeod and Stein
Sacred Aria—"But the Lord is mindful" ("St. Paul,"
by Mendelssohn) ... Trebles and altos
Piano Solo—"Handkerchief Dance" (Granger)
Mr. Sewell

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1 1.

SHORT INTERVAL.
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12. Part-song—"Huntsman's Chorus" (Weber)
The Choir
13. Song—" Stone-cracker John"
Ives, Wedderburn, Friday
14.

Part-song—"The Lass with the delicate air" (Arne)

15. Song—"Tit-Willow" ("Mikado")

16. Piano Solo—-"The Sea Song" (Dunhill)

Trebles and altos

Dixon, Slayen, Lawson

Albertyn

17. Part-song—" Standin' in de need of prayer"
The Choir
18. Song—"When the foeman bares his steel" (Pirates of
Penzance) ... Wilker, Poole, Didcott, Kjonstad, Boast
19. Pantomome—"The Draper's Assistant"
Mr. Sewell
20.

21 .
22.

Song—"jack's the Boy" (" Geisha ")
Fielding, Lee, Harrison, Sandeman

Piano Solo—"Sleeping Beauty" (Tschaikowsky) ...
Reading—From A. A. Milne

Poole

Trentham

23. Song—"When Britain really ruled the waves" ("lolanthe")...Wilker
24. Part-song—" The Watchman's Song" (Pearsall)
The Choir

CHOIR.

A great impetus was added to the already outstanding enthusiasm of
the choralists when it was mada known that the Carol Service at the

end of this coming year is to be staged in West Street Church, Durban,
and is to be broadcast by the S.A.B.C. This is no less than their deserts,
for they have worked untiringly and always with good spirit.
As a whole the Choir is not so well balanced as last year. The
basses, a dozen in all, are all very strong vocalists and have to be curbed
lest they drown the rest; the tenors are numerous but for the most part
comparatively noiseless, or at least overwhelmed by the basses; the altos,
few in number, are naturally not so noticed, though being responsible
for some quite difficult work; the trebles, on the other hand, have good
tone and volume, and the choirmaster is wondering how many of them
can last the year. If there is a general fault, it is the poor quality of
the vowel sounds, or vahl sahnds, as the basses would have it.
There is now ample sheet music available, so the repertoire of
anthems and part-songs has been larger than in the past. The " magnum
opus" of the half year—in fact, it was only started five weeks ago—has
been " The Heavens are telling," from Haydn's "Creation." Fortunately
by this time most of the singers could read music adequately, otherwise
the difficult contrapuntal work would have been quite impossible. With
only two practices a week, and a good deal of other singing thrown in,
this chorus was learnt in under half a term.

Other sacred works have

been: "Send out Thy Light" (Gounod), "Hark the Clad Souncf"
(Farmer), and " While the Earth Remaineth " (Maunder)). Add to these
the part-songs,"Huntsman's Chorus"(Weber),"Fleur de Lys" (Sydenham),"Early one morning," "Standin' in de need of prayer" (Spiritual),
"The Watchman's Song" (Pearsall), " Lass with the Delicate Air"
(Arne), and "But the Lord is mindful" (Mendelssohn), and finally the
solo items which will be found on the concert programme elsewhere, and
it will be seen that the Choir has not wasted its time. As almost a third

of the school attends these practices, it will be seen how valuable a piece
of cultural work is being done.
). F. R.
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LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY.

President:

The

Headmaster.

Vice-President;

Mr. J.

F.

Reece.

Secretary: W. Wllker. Executive Committee: C. Stein, I. Jackson, A. V.
Treniham, M, Lawson, j. Redgment.
Programme ;

February 27th—Debate: "That Euthanasia should be made legal." Pro
poser, I. Jackson; seconder, J. Redgment. Opposer, L. Forsyth;
seconder. A. Henochsberg. Motion won, 29—12.
March 5th—Seven men in a boat. Ship's company: I. B. Simmonds
(dramatist), A. V. Trentham (doctor), M. Lawson (scientist), R.
Whiteley (social worker), I. Jackson (industrialist), E. Hall (author),
C. Didcott (politician). Voting: Jackson, 12; Trentham, 11; Whiteley, 6; Simmonds, 5; Hall and Lawson, 2 each; Didcott, none.
March 19th—Debate: "That the Indians should be repatriated." Pro
poser, T. J. Lloyd; seconder, R. Friday. Opposer, I. I. Ives; seconder,
D. Barker. Motion lost, 14—28.
April 1st—Lecturettes. O. McLaverty, on "Printing." E. J. Sandeman.
on "Ceylon." T. C. Smyth, on "The Siege of Ladysmith." J. Grant,
on "The Telephone."

April 30th—Debate: "That Germany can be knocked out of the War by
bombing alone." Proposer, A. Jones; seconder, D. Cominos. Opposer,
A. Henochsberg; seconder, E. O. Hughes. Motion lost, 6—39.
May 14th—Quiz evening.
May 28th—Debate: "That the control of the British Empire should be
decentralised."
Proposer, R. Whiteley; seconder, P. J. Wills.
Opposer, I. B. Simmonds; seconder, A. E. Squibb. Motion lost, 4—29.
June 1 1th—An evening with A. A. Milne. Introduction by Mr. Reece.
Readings by J. R. C. Brown, K. C. Nelson, J. L. Doveton, T. McKenzie,
J. T. Preece.
June 24th—Debate; "That the influence of the Press is beneficial."

Proposer, K. M. Oliver; seconder. C. D. Hill.
seconder, R. C. Foss. Motion won, 29—7.

Opposer, C. H. Stein;

The standard of speaking reached last year has hardly been main
tained. The best speakers come from the senior forms, though it is a
pity that a society such as this receives so little support from the sixth
form, who surely should be its leaders and who would benefit most from

its programme.

Those who do attend are certainly the society's- most

virile and virulent speakers.
There have been one or two innovations.

Seven

men in a boat

found themselves without sustenance, and under the necessity of having
to throw six of their number overboard. All seven, representing different
professions and occupations, made passionate appeals to the audience,
giving comprehensive reasons why they should not be the victims of
circumstances. Yet even Simmonds' plaintive, " I don't want to die,"
and another's confession that he could not swim were unavailing, and
Jackson's eloquence (rather than the cogency of his arguments) gained
him the majority vote, with Dr. Trentham, as " prox.ime accessit," allowed

to hold on to the rudder. As befits the prime cause of the world's ills,
Didcott failed to secure a vote.

Quiz evening was instructive and amusing. Mr. Reece, as Quiz
Master, asked questions alternately to the two groups, divided into houses,
and the end found Finningley in the lead by three votes. Questions were
thrown open to each group as a body, anyone being entitled to answer,
and probably a modicum of useful information was acquired. Some
answers were priceless, but it was feared that Hall had breakfasted on
an encyclopaedia.
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In general debate the best speakers included jackson, Stein, Ives,

Cole, Fielding, Trentham, Redgment, Lloyd, Smyth, Redgment, Forsyth,
Hall, Sandeman, Didcott, Lee, and one could include half a dozen more.
The more junior members for the most part sat at the feet of Gamaliel

and were content to listen.

Wit and vituperation flowed fairly freely,

and sometimes debaters spoke to the point. A gavel now being added
to the chairman^s accoutrement, he was able to recall side-trackers or
the over-boisterous to the straight and narrow path of reverence and
relevance.

Thanks are due to the Minute Secretary for his untiring energy in
taking down speeches almost verbatim. Perhaps Hour Secretary would
not be a misnomer.

NEW OVAL.

Through the generosity of Mr. A. H. Smith, who gave us a cheque
to cover the cost of the levelling of the field, we have not only started
on the Oval, but at the time of going to press, all the trees have been
stumped and removed and the ground is already being levelled.
We cannot adequately express our sincere appreciation to Mr. A. H.

Smith for this further proof of his real and abiding interest in our needs
and our welfare. We hope that history will indeed be made on this ground
in the years which lie ahead. If all goes according to schedule, this field

ought to be in operation in 1945. We have a cricket field in the shape
of an oval and also a track for athletics of the standard size and shape.

EXAMINATION RESULTS.
Mafriculafion.— 1st Class: B. }. Woods (Maths.). 2nd Class: ]. A.

Clarkson, L. A. H. Lewis. 3rd Class: E, van der Schyff, I. McLeod.
School Leaving Certificate.—2nd Class: A. J. Boorman.
I, I. Ives (Bookkeeping), D. Rock.

3rd Class:

J.C.— 1st Class: P. B. Chaplin, C. Didcott, B. J. P. Duranty, L. F.
Forsyth, E. Hall, ). Redgment, 2nd Class: D. M. Comins, J. A. Grant, W.

Hodsdon, A. R. jones, D. M. Pope, E. J. Sandeman, A. V. Trentham,
J. P. S. Turner, A. B. van Aardt, P. j. Wil|s. 3rd Class: I. V. B. Simmonds,
G D. Hill, W. M. jacobs, W. B. King, D. J. Kjonstad, C. K. Miles-Cadman,
R. W. Woods.

).C. Bursaries.—L. F. Forsyth, E. Hall.
N.S.C.—I. W. D. Stones.

N.C.P.C.—T. W. Calder, E. N. A. Jackson, R. C. McLeod (dist.),
D. E. Damp, N. E. Theunissen, N. H. Walker, G. H. Walsh, R. W.
Whiteley.

N.J.C.—R. H. Dale, V. Davy, j. A. Franklin, D. H. jones, B. O. Neal,
D. North, N. R. Paverd, j. L. B. Taylor, D. L. Woodhead.

P.S.C.—E. Anderson, I. N. F. Benson, R. W. H. Bevin, R. G. Brand.
A. S. Brass, j. R. E. Butterworth, H. A. Gowen, j. S. M. Fox, I. R.

Leisegang, id. C. Metcalfe, I. E. Morgan, G. L. Ovenstone, D. B. Peddle,
D. M. W. Pugh, ]. M. Ray, K Shimwell, G. W. Shuker, B. H. Spilsbury,
R. A. j. Taylor, L. E. Trehearn. D. Whyte, P. |. Witney, 1. ]. Woodhead,
P. R. Young, A. H. Yuille (all continuation); j. Steven (leaving).
P.S.C. Bursaries.—I. R. Leisegang, P. j, Witney, I. j. Woodhead.
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CRICKET.

This half seems to have been a tale of lost opportunities, chiefly due
to catches missed in the slips in the early part of the innings. The
bowlers, who are not really mature enough, suffered as a result of these
lapses. The batting has been fair but might quite easily be good if
there was less nervousness and more determination. The ability to "dig
in" seems to be lacking, and the desire to score early by brilliant driving
has too often led to downfall.

There is no doubt that the side has

promise, and we hope the last half of the year will bear out this state
ment. Owing to the fact that our turf wicket had deteriorated badly,
all matches had to be played away from home.
The Junior XI contains some very promising material. Colours are
awarded to C. Davey.
Feb. 12th.

v. D.H.S.

Away.

Lost by 2 wickets.
Played in the rain.

Both sides found conditions difficult.

Stein played a

correct and restrained innings and so did Jonsson, while Ives bowled very well.

Kearsney: Ives, c Kap'an b Hay 0; Jones, Ibw b Hay 4; Walker, c Deane b

Donaldson 7; Gillies, b Donaldson 11; Jcnsson, b Hay 20; T. Jacobs, c Mun Gavin, b
Moon 6; Stein, c Lewis b Donaldson 36; Davey run out 14; McLeod, Ibw b Donaldson
0; Theunissen, b Deane 1; W. Jacobs, not out 5; extras 1.

D.H.S.: 120 fcr 8 wkts.

Total 1 19.

Bowling: Jacobs, 14—0—60—2; Walker, 3—1—7—1;

Jonsson, 3—0—19—0; Gillies, 4—0—17—0; Ives, 5—0—21—4.

Feb. 19th.

v. CLENWOOD.
Lost by 47 runs.

Away.

Jonsson played a fine fighting innings and, with Stein, almost pulled the game
round, but when the latter was run out no one could stay with him. The bowling
lacked any real driection, and although we had six Glenwood wickets down for 60,
their tail enders took heavy toll of an inaccurate attack.

Kearsney: Jones, Ibw b Nicolson 8; Walker, c Nicolson b Bowman 2; Jacobs,

run out 3; Gillies, c Bowman b Alexander 7; Jonsson, c Sanderson b Alexander 65;
Ives, c Russell b Alexander 0; Stein, run out 16; Davey, c Bowman b Alexander 4;
Jacobs, b Sanderson 0; McLeod, b Sanderson 2; Theunissen, not out 0; extras 5.
Total

12.

Glenwood: 150 (Bowman 30, Logan 351
Bowling: Jacobs, 8—1—37—1;
Walker. 10—2—35—4; Gillies, 6—0—26—3; Ives, 5—2—21—0; Jonsson,
8—A—17—2; Theunissen, 3—0—15—0.

Feb. 25th.

V. MARISTS.
Won by 6 wickets.

Away.

The middle batsmen played much more freely. Gillies seemed to be timing his
shots badly, but Jonsson, Jacobs and Davey hit freely. Friday bowled very well in
his first appearance in the XI.

Kearsney: Jones, b Miller 15; W. Jacobs, c Magnet b Capell 6; Gillies, b
Walsh 31; Jonsson, c Smith b Gersigny 27; T. Jacobs, not out 35; Davey, not out 21;

extras 9. Total (for 5 wkts.) 152. McLeod, Stein, Ives and Friday did not bat.
Marists: 90. Bowling: Jacobs, 11—2—28—1; Walker, 3—0—1 1—1; Friday,
16—7—23—5; Ives, 8—1—13—2; Jonsson, A—2—9—1.

March 4th.

v. ST. CHARLES.

Away.

Won by 4 wickets.
A game of fluctuating fortunes. St. Charles were 100 for 3 and all out for
29, Friday again having the best figures.. We were 46 for 6 and then an un

defeated 107 partnership between Gillies and Davey, both of whom played superb
cricket, gave us a victory just on time.

Kearsney: Jones, Ibw b Boys 2; Walker, b Farreli 0; Ives, Ibw b Boys 9; Gillies,
not out 44; Jonsson, b Boys 5; Jacobs, b Boys 0; Stein, b Farreli 12; Davey, not out
63; extras 8.

Total (for 6 wkts) 153.

St. Charles: 129.

Friday,

19—8—22—4;

McLeod, Theunissen and Friday did not bat.

Bowling: Jacobs, 6—2—21—2; Theunissen, 4—2—7—0;

Ives,

11—3—26—1;

Jones,

1—-0—12—0;

Jonsson,

13_2—-25—2; Walker, 2—0—4—0.

nth March.

v. MARITZBURC COLLEGE.

Away.

Drawn.

While the fielding was not slack, alertness would have caused some early dis
missals which would certainly have altered the run of play. Friday again bowled
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very steadily without any luck.

Our opening batsmen made a very spirited and

confident start, when rain stopped play.
Maritzburg College: 225 for 4 (Backhouse 105 not out; Rutherford 64)
Bowling: Walker, 5—0—32—1; Gillies, 9—0—37—1; Friday, 18—2—69—0; Ives,

10—0—37—1; Jacobs, 5—0—26—0; Jonsson, 4—0—T9—T.
Kearsney: Jones, Ibw b McGlew 22; W. Jacobs, not out 22; extras, 1. Total
(for 1 wkt.) 45. Ives, Gillies, Jonsson, Stein, Davey, T. Jacobs, Walker, McLeod
and Friday did not bat.

25th March-

v. HILTON.
Away.
Lost by 7 wickets.
After an encouraging start a quite unaccountable collapse followed, due not
by any means to the quality of the bowling, but to a strange and very apparent
nervousness. A spirited last wicket stand recovered some of the lost ground, but
by then the damage had been done. Our opponents scored freely against an attack
lacking any accuracy.

Kearsney: Jones, run out 15; W. Jacobs, c Levey b King 20; Theunissen, c and
b Walker 18; Gillies, b Walker 6; Ives, Ibw b Edkins 7; Stein, c Booth b Walker 1;
Davey, c Levey b Walker 8; T. Jacobs, b Levey 13; Walker. Ibw b Levey 19;
McLeod, Ibw b Levey 5; Friday, not cut 11; extras 5. Total 128.

Hilton: 154 for 3 (Waker 64, King 45 not cut). Bowling: Jacobs, 5—0—28—0;
Walker, 5—1—25—0; Friday, 2—ID—41— 1; Ives, 9—1—25—1; Stein, 4—0—23—1.

OTHER MATCHES.
Under IS;

V. Glenwood.—Glenwood: 80 (Slayen 7 for 37).

Kearsney: 24 and 54.

Lost

by an innings and 6 runs.

V. Marists.—Marists: 91 (P. Garbutt 4 for 10; Slayen 3 for 19). Kearsney: 185
Davy 64; Leather 43). Won by 94 runs.
V. St. Charles.—St. Charles: 43. Kearsney: 252 (Henochsberg 52 not out; Davy
48; Garbutt 29; Leather 26). Won by 209 runs.
Maritzburg College.—Maritzburg College: 110 (Slayen 4 for 16). Kearsney
136 for 8 (Slatfer 39 not out; Foss 21). Won by 3 wickets.
Under 16:

V. Hilton.—Hilton: 112 (P. Garbutt 4 for 33).
Leather 23).

Kearsney: 93 IWhiteley 27;

Lost by 19 runs.

Juniors;

V. Highbury 1st XI.—Kearsney: 34. Highbury: 38. Lost by 4 runs.
V. Highbury 2nd XI.—Kearsney: 31. Highbury: 43 for 6. Lost by 4 wickets.
Highbury 2nd XI.—Kearsney: 145 (Wedderburn 30; Stewart 33) and 91 for

5 (Stewart 34 Clarkson 29 not out). Highbury: 33 (Clarkson 4 for 16) and 54
(Clarkson 4 for 3). Won by 147 runs.

HOUSE GAMES.
t«t Team;

Gillingham: 146 (Walker 32).

Finningley: 117 (Walker 6 for 24), Gillingham won by 29 runs.
2nd Team:

Gillingham: 53 (Leather 5 for 28) and 86.

Finningley: 104 and 57 for 4. Finningley won by 6 wickets.
Gillingham: 88 (Davy 54) and 79 for 2 declared (Davy 28 not out)
Finningley: 99 (Foss 28; Leather 24) and 60 for 5).

Drawn.

3rd Team:

Finningley: 83 and 56 (King 7 for 30).
Gillingham: 25 (Hughes 4 for 17) and 52 (Ovenstone 6 for 8).

won by 62 runs.

Finningley

Gillingham: 27 ( Israils 6 for 9) and 95 (RItz 29).

Finningley: 56 (Stewart 27) and 32 (Witney 5 for 9). Gillingham won by 34
runs.

4th Team:

Gillingham: 49 (Franklin 5 for 1 1 ) and 26 (Crookes 6 for 8)
Finningley: 32 (Fielding 6 for 10) and 43 (Caider 6 for 17).

A tie.

5th Team:

Gillingham: 5 (Rapson 5 for 1) and 51.

Finningley; 85 (Rapson 45). Finningley won by an Innings and 29 runs.
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RUGBY.

It was generally expected that the 1944 side would be a fairly good
one, but not many realised the immense possibilities the players possessed.
As the results have proved, the side has been a very strong one indeed.
It would be quite safe to say that this side is the best the school has
ever had. The three qualities for a good side, fitness, determination and
speed are all present. The pack though mostly outweighted has never
flagged and their covering-up in defence and work in the loose has been

very good. In the threequarter line there has been plenty of speed and
enterprise. We were not yet ready when our first match was played,
three days after our return from Easter, otherwise the record might have
been improved upon.

The side has played attractively and they fully deserve the good
things said of them.

We hope the second half of the season will be as

successful as the first half has been. If the ball is kept in play and our
three-quarters can be given an equal share of it, then the side will always
give a good account of itself.

The following were invited to the Natal Schools Trials this year :
N. Theunissen, Gillies, Damp (three-quarters); McLeod, Davey (halves);
Calder, Walker (forwards).
Congratulations to N. Theunissen, T. Calder, N. Walker on being
selected for Natal Schools and for the good showing they made in the
game; to McLeod and Gillies on being selected as Reserves. We thought
both McLeod and Gillies unlucky not to be in the Schools side
T.
Nieuwoudt was selected to play for Durban Intertown U. 15. There is
some promising material coming on lower down the school, and we look
forward to a fairly high standard of Rugby being maintained

April 29th.

V. MARITZBURG COLLEGE.

At College

Lost 5—9.
An early penalty near the posts was not converted and our visitors thus missed

an early lead, he first score came through a mistake by Nieuwoudt, Calder, an
opposing centre, dashing through (G—3). McLeod next missed a possible penalty
end then a second long range penalty was wide. We kept up repeated pressure

with the forwards working hard. Damp dummied and dived over near the posts,
McLeod converting <5—3). In the second half a penalty for playing the ball in
the scrum cost us three points (5-6). Our backs handled badly and many chances
were missed.

Our opponents next scored from an interception (5—9).

Before the

end there were many thrills, but the defence on both sides was very keen indeed,
and neither side gained much advantage.

It was a game of opportunities: we did

not accept curs, our opponents did.

May 6th.

v. HILTON.

In Maritzburg

Won 17—6.

An early penalty goal by McLeod put the side on their toes (3—0). A centre
broke and swung out to the wing, who raced ever far out (3—31. Gillies failed to
get the ball into touch quickly, was caught; a quick heel, a full three-quarter move,
and our opponents scored a beautiful try (3—6).
In the second half our forwards dominated the play. Whereas we had seen
little of the ball from the set scrums, we now saw more, but a tendency to short
punt by the fly-half and centres nullified our forwards' efforts. A magnificent
penalty from the half-way line by McLeod brought us level (6—6). From this stage
the- side played inspired Rugby. Repeatedly the forwards went through with the ball

at their feet and were just held out. Theunissen dived over, but a Hilton player
got there at the same time. Jardine then dribbled through to score, McLeod just
missing from far out (9—6).

From a line cut near their line Walker, who had been

very good in the line outs, forced his way over. McLeod again was just wide from
far out (12—-6). At this stage Calder, who had been everywhere, went through
with the ball at his feet. A Hiltor back dived cn the ball and Calder in falling
had the misfortune to break a bono in his wrist. The final score came from a
clever three-quarter move; gairing from a loose scrum, McLeod cut through, passed
to Damp, a reverse oass caught the opposition on the wrong foot and McLeod
outran the Hilton threes to score neai the posts, and he also converted ( 17—6).
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May 13th.

v. ST. HENRY'S.

In Durban.

Won 12—8.
Playing against a heavy wind we were kept on the defensive by a series of
forward rushes and the use ot the touch line. We were penalised near our posts
for off-side and Dean converted a penalty 10—31. Play swept down field and
Damp broke through and dived for the line, but the try was disallowed.

booted a dropped

McLeod

pass ahead and outran the opposition to score in the corner

(3—3J.

After half-time St. Henry'c broke through and by good forward play dived over
near the pests and Dean converted (3—8). Davey now moved to the wing and

the ball came his way from a loose scrum and he beat his opponent, scoring in the
corner after a most determined run. McLeod's kick was just wide (6—8). Shortly
afterwards McLeod goaled a penalty and we took the lead for the first time (9—8).

Another change, with Davey coming back to the scrum, proved a good move,
because the ball was coming out faster, and Damp broke and sent Theunissen over,
McLeod just missing the conversion (12—8). The game was somewhat spoilt from
a spectator's point of view by the persistence of the St. Henry's loose forwards in
coming round too fast and so cutting out three-quarter play.

May 20ih.

v. MICHAELHOUSE.

At Balgowan.

Won 1 1—3.
Playing in a heavy cross wind we were forced on the defensive, but not for

long, because McLeod cut through and sent Jones flying for the line.

Had he dived

he must have got in, but he was p^'shed into touch in goal. Again McLeod cut
through, passed to Damp, who dummied neatly and Theunissen outran the opposi

tion to score well out.
in a well fought half.

McLeod's kick was wide (3—0).

his was the only score

Almost immediately after the kick off Michaelhouse forwards

swept through but Ives saved; they came again but found Ives' defence very sound.
Then we attacked, McLeod cut through neatly and lobbed a pass over to Gillies,
who ran round to score an attractive try for McLeod to goal (8—0). Soon after,
McLeod was just wide with a beautiful long range penalty. Michaelhouse gained
the ball a good deal from the set scrums and from the loose, but our three-quarters'
defence was sound. Tne forwards, with Walker and Barnes ever in the thick of it,
worked their way upfield and a punt ahead and a desperate race found Barnes just

ahead of the defence to dive and score in the corner. The kick went wide (1 1—^1.
Attacking strongly, the Michaelhouse pack, which played excellently throughout,
broke through and were justly rewarded when Oberlin-Harris went over (11—3).

Soon after, the final whistle went. It was a most attractive game, played at top
pace and thoroughly enjoyed by both sides because it was played in the open
sporting way all games should be played.

May 27th.

v. D.H.S.

At Kearsney.

Won 1 1—6.

Agatn a heavy wind found us battling hard in the first minutes, but with
D.H.S. knocking on our forwards cleared and then McLeod made a perfect break
and the whole line handled for Theunissen to score far out (3—0).

Twice we

looked dangerous, but Damp knocked on at a critical stage. Our forwards were
very quick up in defence and gave the halves little scope to move in. With a
heavier pack D.H.S. were getting the ball from most set scrums, but this was
nullified by determined tackling

Just on half time there was a scrum on our

line in the corner and from a melee a D.H.S. forward fell on the ball (3—3). With

the wind in our favour we were early on the attack. McLeod hung a bit too long
with his oass, Haynes intercepted, but Davey brought him down with a flying tackle.
At this stage, Davey, McLeod, Camp and Gillies were defending well and Ives at
full back was cool and safe. It was, however, in the forwards, with Calder, Walker,
Barnes and Nieuwoudt never for a mon^ent slacking their efforts, where our founda^tion for victory was laid. A quick heel from the loose and away went the threes.
Gillies drew two men and sent Jones off to score in the corner after a determined

run. With a perfectly judged kick McLeod converted (8—3). The D.H.S. forwards,
taking scrums for line out, were on the attack and a good blind side move with
a determined run by Soames brought a well earned try (8—6>. Not to be outdone
cur forwards worked downfleld and a long punt ahead and three forwards giving
chase, saw Trentham score in the corner just on time. McLeod's kick, a good one,
just went wide (11—6). The game was admirably handled by Mr. Archibald.

June 3rd.

v. CLENWOOD.

At JHome.

Won 25—6.

An early break by Gillies nearly let Jones In.

Glenwood worked upfield and

then from a loose scrum we attacked, Damp broke loose and sent Theunissen over
in the corner (3—0). We worked our way to their line and Calder secured in
the loose and dived over in the corner (6—0). McLeod made two excellent

attempts at conversion. Just before half-time McLeod converted a penalty from
a sharp angle (9—0). There had been some bright play in the first half, but we
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did not quite expect Ihe brilliance the second half produced. Glenwood were awarded

a penalty, which they converted

<9—3), then cur three-quarters in a series of

perfect movements swept through.

Damp half broke and sent Theunissen racing

over in the corner. With a lovely kick McLeod converted (14—3). Soon after,
from a loose scrum, Theunissen picked up and was away and over in the corner
almost before the cpposltion knew what had happened (17—31. A high kick by
Damp found the Glenwood full back out of position and Jones following up very
fast had the right step and ran round to score behind the posts fcr AAcLeod to
convert (22—3). From the kick off Glenwood worked upfield and Bell securing

from a line-out forced his way for a good try (22—6K McLecd kicked off—
Glenwood miskicked, Gillies was up in a flash and over for an excellent opportunist
try (25—6).

The game was brimful of sparkle.

The forwards were very good in

the loose, while the three-quarlers were always enterprising and certain.

June JOth

ST. CHARLES.

At Maritzburg.

Won 9—0.
The team did not move wi lh the same smooth precision as the previous week,

probably due to the Trials auring the week.

We missed Damp, who had been

injured. Our first score came when the forwards went through and Jardine dribbled
over to score (3—0). Gillies broke brilliantly twice in succession but had no
support; both might easily have been certain tries. McLeod was next to score

from a penalty taken well cut (6—0). The final try came from Nieuwoudt, who
had followed up hard, caught the opposition, and dribbled ahead to touch down
in the corner. McLecd made a very good attempt to convert (9—0). All the
scoring took place in the second half.
OTHER MATCHES.
5fh

Div. A:

Under 15:

V. Highbury 2nd, won 12-6, won 41-3.

V. D.H.S., won 14-8.

v^ Glenwood, won 23-0.

5th Div. B:

V. Highbury 2nd, lost 0-9, won 6-3,

V. St. Charles, won 1 1-6.

lost 0-3.
5th

v. Hilton, lost

Div. A:

3-13.

V. Maritzburg College, won 26-3.

V. Highbury 1st, won 3-0, lost 3-8.

2nd

Under 15:

XV:

V. St. Charles, won 25-3.

V. Marists, won 9-6.

Under 14:

V. Michaelhouse, lost 6-1 1.

V. St. Charles, drew 6-6.

House Marches :
1st

Gillingham
Finningley
XV. Finningley
XV. Gillingham
and
Finningley

XV.

2nd XV.

3rd
4th

..
..
..
..
..

6
31
10
6

8

Finningley
Gillingham
Gillingham
Finningley
Gillingham

3
3
3
3

6

CADET CORPS.
A great deal has been done in the first half of this year. Apart from
normal parades we have instituted N.C.O.'s classes before parades in order
to assist the officers in the smooth running of the Parades. An Ambulance
Unit consisting of 20 Cadets has been formed, for which we have full
equipment, and we are grateful to Sister Attlee for undertaking the
Instruction in this branch. A Signal Course has been instituted. We are
to start officially in August. A nucleus of 20 selected Cadets has been
the starting point. Instructors will come weekly from Durban and all the
necessary equipment is promised. Two excellent field days were enjoyed.
The standard on the Parade Ground is good and we feel that the added
Interest with two new Units will make Cadets a very helpful part of
the school career.

Congratulations to: 2/Lieut. C. M. Oram on the result of his Course
at Port Elizabeth in December
He has been promoted to the substan
tive rank of Lieut.
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Congratulations to: 2/Lieut, (S.O.) J, Davey for being selected top .
of the list in Natal to go on a Senior Cadet Course with the 1st Armoured

Brigade Group at Potchefstroom. His visit was most interesting and in
structive, because he was with a Brigade actually training for the real thing.
The following went to Courses in January. Their positions and
qualifications are given in brackets:—

C. ]. Davey (3 P.), G. Gillies (55 P.), G. H. Stein (1 1 P.), B. W.
Boast (92 P.), I. 8. Simmonds (18 P ), A. Trentham, ] Redgment, G.
Garbutt, G. Harrison, R. Lee, G. Walsh, E. Cole, A. v. Aardt, G. Hill.
Promotions.—Application for the following as Student Officers :
I. Ives, G. Gillies, G. Stein, I. Bruton-Simmonds, R. McLeod; to C.S.M.:
A. Trentham; to Sgts.: T. Cole, G. Barnes, j. Redgment, R. Lee, G. Hill;
to Cpl.: A. V. Aardt, W. Wilker, G. Garbutt, H. Crookes, N. Theunissen
N. Walker, D. Damp, B. Boast, G. Walsh, G. Harrison; to L/Corp: T.
Calder, L. Dixon, P. jonsson, L. Forsyth, E. Hall, P. Slayen, T. Jacobs.
R. Friday, R. Whiteley, D. Jones.
Shooting.—Congratulations to: G. Gillies (92), and C. Davey (90),
on gaining their Marksmen's badges; and to Didcott (87), M. Poole (87),
N. Theunissen (86), D. Woodhead (86), N. Paverd (86), R. Brown (85)
R, McLeod (85), D. G. Metcalfe (85), on becoming 1st Class Shots.
We were 21st out of 80 Detachments in the Union in the Imperial
Challenge Shield and 25th out of 50 Schools mentioned in the Honours
List. Team No. 1 (75) gained Mass efficiency.

Mr. W. T. Robbins has generously donated a very handsome silver

trophy for competitive shooting. The trophy, a floating one, is in memory
of his son, Lt. Derek Robbins, who was killed in action in Cyrenaica while
piloting a plane. We appreciate this gift most sincerely and assure Mr.
Robbins it will do a great deal towards promoting interest in shooting.
This will be fired for on an Inter-House Basis with teams of four in each

of the Under 13, 14, 15, 16-2- and Open Divisions, and the fiighest
aggregate score will secure the trophy. Ages will be as from 1st October
of each year. The Under 13, 14 and 15 will fire 10 shots deliberate and

10 shots with a time limit of 90 sees. Under 16i and Open will fire
10 shots deliberate and 10 shots in 90 sees., and a further 60 sec. shoot
with no limit to the number of rounds fired. One point will be counted
for every boy in ihe House, who, having fired not less than 10 practices

in the year has an average of 70%.
A spoon will be presented to the Highest scorer in each group.
These spoons are being presented anonymoitsly.
FIELD

DAYS.

18th March—The main object was a lesson in maintaining com
munications and the exercise fully illustrated the advantages. 2/Lieut. J.
Davey and Sgt. I. Simmonds commanded the respective Forces and the

first objective. Knoll A, resulted in Sgt. Simmonds' force scoring 242
point to the other's 1 14. The second objective, the Main Shongweni
Road, proved an equally interesting exercise. 2/Lieut. Davey's force won
by 159 points to 132. All Cadets were on manoeuvres from 10.00 hours
until 17.15 hours. Both commands are to be congratulated on excellent
preparations and conscientious work.

19th June—Night Patrol. Twelve flags were placed inside a defined
perimeter which the defence guarded and the attack from two sides had

to penetrate and attempt to capture the flags without being taken prisoner.
The object was well illustrated and some of the disguises were most
original.

The attack won by 27 points to 19.

A funny thing

That boys in showers always like to sing.
And much prefer battin'
To Latin.
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LOOKING BACK.
1930—Third Term.

School Notes.—The School Is to be congratulated on winning the
Stewart Shield final. The Empangeni Rail side was a powerful one and
had considerable individual strength.
During the |uly holidays the whole of the exterior of fhe college and

most of the class-rooms were repainted.
relaid and are in excellent order.

The tennis courts were also

Our thanks are due to the Darnall Mill

who gave us two large drums of treacle to use on the courts.
Athletic Sports.

The Old Boys' 100 yards provided the sensation of the day.

With

an astonishing unanimity that seemed to suggest some sort of a secret
arrangement beforehand, the ten competitors finished in a dead heat. The

judge ordered them back to the starting post and this time Jackson was
the first to breast the tape, some finishing almost in a fainting condition.
Cross-country: O. W. M. Pearce, 20 mins. 52 sees. Record.
440 Open: E. N. Peppier, 57 4/5 sees.
220 Open: P. B. Duminy, 26 1 /5 sees.
100 Open: P. B. Duminy, 11 2/5 sees.
Rugger.

Team; L. Balcomb; P. Duminy, E. Peppier, A. M. Foss, P. Hind;
j. Barratt (capt.), Q. Boast; H. Kruger, C. von Keyserlingk, 0. W. M.
Pearce, L. Smith, L. Weir, ). C. Ellis, K. Jacques, J. Bertram. Also played:
W. Mitchell, D. Nightingale, C. Putterill.

V. Stanger, won 26—0. v. Old Boys, won 12—3. v. Empangeni
Rail, won 1 6—0.
Messrs. Medworth, Oram, Reece and Purdon played in the first and
third games.
1930—Fourth Term.

School Notes.—The term closed on December 9th with the pre
sentation of prizes by Dr. C. T. Loram, who is at present Chief Inspector
of Schools, but becomes Superintendent of Education in Natal at the
beginning of next year.

When the annual Carol Service was held on December 7th, the
last Sunday of the term, a larger congregation than ever was present,
every seat in the church being taken. The choir rose to the occasion and
excelled even their previous efforts.

The last evening of the term was celebrated with supper and deck
games in the hall, and judging from fhe noise, everyone enjoyed himself

immensely. At the conclusion of the competitions Dr. Loram kindly held
the sack containing the prizes, while the successful ones came up to
take a "lucky dip."
Cricket.

Cledhow 150 for 7 dec. {Mr. Matterson 5 for 41); Kearsney 208
for 6 (Mr. Purdon 1 13, Bertram 42 These two put on 135 before Mr.
Purdon was dismissed). Won, 8 wickefs.

Darnall 1 10 (Mr. Matterson 5 for 40, Mr. Reece 3 for 8). Kearsney
149 for 2 (Mr. Purdon 59, Mr. Medworth 33 not out). Won 8 wkts.
Stanger 120 (Mr. Reece 5 for 10). Kearsney 67. Lost, 53 runs.
Kearsney 128 for 6 dec. (Mr. Matterson 38 not out, Mr. Reece 33).
Darnall 95. Won, 31 runs.
Kearsney 200 for 6 dec. (Boast 49, von Keyserlingk 36 not out.
Hind 32). Tech. "A" 130, and 35 (Pearce 7 for 15). Won, inn. and
35 runs.

Cledhow 150 for 7 dec. (Mr. Medworth 4 for 41).
for 5 (Mr. Purdon 68 not out).

Kearsney 92

Drawn.

Darnall 71 (Mr. Reece 6 for 21).
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Kearsney 89.

Won, 18 runs.

Kearsney 157 (von Keyserlingk 55)
7 for 30).

Eshcwe School 63 (Peppier

Won, 94 runs.

Kearsney 1 17 for 8 dec.
Pearce 5 for 37).

Stanger 77 (Mr. Medworth 4 for 16,

Won, 40 runs.

THE SUMMER CAME.

I have frequently read accounts by leading sportsmen of the most
Interesting games they have watched or played in, and I feel that a few
reminiscences of my own would not be out of place. For instance, can
any of those present ever forget the memorable match between Little
Pudlington and Slocomb-in-the-Slush ?

The rival captains took the field. That is the correct way to start
a description, though I have never yet discovered where they took it. The
Pudlington captain, by a system of his own which incorporated a know
ledge of log tables and a double-headed penny, won the toss. The

Slocomb captain, born In Glasgow, claimed the coin as compensation, but
his rival (born in Jerusalem) pointed out that the coin was not his own.

Interviewed before the game, the Slocomb players would say nothing,
except that they would win; the Pudllngtonians preferred not to express
their views, except to say that they would not be the losers.

Samuel Isaacstein, the Pudlington captain, opened the innings with
his son, his grandson being umpire, and his father scorer. The Pudlingtonians had great faith in the latter as scorer, maintaining that the game
was as good as won before it had begun. Sensations began at once. The
Slocomb fast bowler's first ball hit a daisy root and bounced over the
bowling screen, where it was caught by the Vicar: he caught it on the
head. The next ball was off the wicket, but the square leg umpire
was an ex-rugby International and by means of a quick sidestep he
escaped unhurt, while the ball continued on its journey to the market
square. Eight runs having been scored off the first two balls, the bats
men were naturally feeling confident, and from the third ball Mr. Isaac

stein made a sweeping hit to leg, but unfortunately he missed the ball.
The wicket-keeper is still in hospital, but we are glad to state that the
crack in the skull is mending nicely. By this time the spectators nad
gnawed the handles off their umbrellas in their excitement, and several
ladles fainted when the fourth ball broke the bat, smashed the leg stump,
and made a hole in the bowling screen.

Mr. Isaacstein was followed by the constable, ex-plumber, who
followed him from force of habit, and who, on arriving at the wicket,
was surprised and upset to find that he had left his bat behind. However,
he managed to avoid the balls for the rest of the over.

The other bowler was a left-hand googly, who could be relied upon
to make full use of the ruts in the pitch made by the fast bowler's boots.

Mr. Isaacstein, junior, was determined not to let the ball bounce, and
leapt nimbly from his crease to hit it for six. By a slight error of judg
ment he missed the ball and was easily stumped. The umpire, who hoped
to borrow some money later, unfortunately got a small fly In his eye at
that very moment, and was unable to give the batsman out. In no way
disconcerted, Mr. Isaacstein kept his eye on the next ball during the
whole of its progress; he found this so painful an eyedea that he resolutely
shut his remaining eye for the next ball, and thought of his mother. The
ball rose rather sharply, and the batsman was carried off on a stretcher.
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The blacksmith, who batted next, was a strong man, and his first
ball was found, later, in two pieces, one in Upper Chumley and the other
in Mutchley Littlecock. With the second delivery the batsman was not
so successful, and the ball removed his off bail; the blade of his bat was
discovered on the roof of the church.

After this the game formed itself into rather a procession, and in
spite of some stylish snicks and discreet turnings of the other cheek, the
whole side was dismissed for 36 runs, "Extras" heading the score with
30. Two players were bowled out, three run out, five laid out, and one

#1

not

out.

(

\i

Slocomb batted with ten men, in the regrettable absence of the
wicket-keeper, and eight were out before the scoring began. The last pair
showed great grit in withstanding the bowling for three consecutive balls,
and from the fourth a beautiful blind snick steered the ball into the long
grass. They ran 37 runs before the ball was found in the pocket of the
umpire, who had a bet on that Slocomb would win.
'
The Pudlingtonians attributed their defeat to "the glorious un
certainty of cricket."

At many a secondary school
The classes like to play the fool;
But there's the most amazing love at
Kearsney College,

For knowledge.
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OLD

BOYS' NEWS.

AWARDS.

Wing Commander B. A. Coventry (27-32): Air Force Cross
Major A. B. Theunissen (29-31): Mentioned in Dispatches.
WOUNDED.

Tpr. A. H. Doidge (40-41).

Lt. C. C. von Keyserlingk (27-29).
MARRIAGES.

E. R. Burnett (27-35), O. J. Wilkinson (35-38). C. Hulett (29-35).
ENGAGEMENTS.

R. Theunissen (29-37), ). O. N. Schofield (31-34), D. G. ttudson
(36-38), N. Bowyer (33), G. F. Balcomb (30-40), R. C. Richards (26-33),
W. L. S. Robinson (31-37).
BIRTHS.

W. H. C. Aitchison (31 -32), a son; B. F. Walter (32-33), a son.
The Treasurer of the Old Boys' Club gratefully acknowledges the
following contributions to the Old Boys' Magazine funds: Mr. A. H. Smith,
200 copies of the coloured photograph of the Valley of a Thousand Hills,
for sale, and a donation of £5/5/-; P. H. Hind (25-30) £10; D. N.

Crowder (37-40), £5; j. P. S. Turner (37-43), £1/10/-'.
The following Old Boys have visited the school this half year :
A. O. R. Askew, A. J. Boorman, J. C. A. Coutts, D. N. Crowder, F. S.
Chick, D. Crookes, K. W. Dyer, B. ). P. Duranty, D. C Hudson, J. E. C.
Larrington, A. Lee D. ). and A. ). Munro, L. Pottow, T. D. Pertnefather,
R. C. Richards, J. O. N. Schofield, B. G. Scheffer, R. Le Grove Smith,
). B. Trentham, B. ). Woods, C. G. J. Weston, I. McLeod, D Rock,

W. B. A. Pearce, J. Couper, M. Albertyn, J. N. Hulett, J. Clarkson, P. r!

Davidson. Apologies for any omissions.

Cpl.

E. C. Larrington (29-35) called upon us unexpectedly with his

wife. He had had three years at Alex in the tank workshops, making
spares, and had seen little of Egypt except the Nile Valley.
F./Sgt. A. O. R. Askew (34-36) is senior Sgt. of the Messi at Wonderboom, and uses, or creates, his privileges satisfactorily. He has been

Link Trainer for over two years, and finds that many of his pupils are old
English Public School boys. He is still very keen on photography.

/. O. N. Schofield (3 1 -34) is a leading light in the Society of Friends,

whose main object is to help the plight of Indians suffering from T.B.
Sgt. T. Radford (22-24) has not been heard of for a long time.

Some years after leaving Kearsney (of which he was a foundation scholar)
he went to Rhodesia and served for six years on the railway. Then he
became manager of a ranch and stores. On the outbreak of war he
joined up, reached the rank of Sgt. and became an instructor in Com

mando work. He was too old to get a commission, although he took
an officer's course. After going north, he was transferred to the Imperial
Army, and was last heard of in Cyprus.

Lt. R. Mark (32-40) flew in a Spitfire Squadron in Italy for many
months before crashing, through a tyre bursting.

He suffered a severe

cut to the head and a broken knee-cap, and for six weeks was kept under
drugs to relieve the pain. One operation to the knee was not a success,
and a second one was required to remove the knee-cap. When last heard

of, he was rather gloomily facing the prospect of a further long period of
hospital, and was worrying over a deep scar on the forehead.
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A./Cpl. N. Passmore (36-38) is still on the shuttle service and has
been to Nigeria several times lately. He recently had ten days in the
Union, an unusually long time, and then departed, probably this time for
Italy.

L. N. D. Putterill (38-40) has been transferred back to the Pro
vincial Auditor's Office, P.M.B., after 1 I months in the Deeds Office.

He

found the latter very interesting, and has learned a good deal about the
transfer of property
B. P. J. Duranty (42-43) has soon become the complete farmer. At

Mooi River he spends the day planting, cutting, storing hay, repairing
implements, and milking the cows.

2nd Lt. P. R. Davidson (41 -42) obtained his Wings early in june and
came to see us shortly afterwards. He is now going on a 12 weeks'
Hurricane Course.

He has scored four centuries this season.

Wing Commander B. A. Coventry (27-32) has left Canada, where
he was chief instructor to the Ferry Command for England. Now, back in
England, he has been awarded the A.F.C. We eagerly await details ! It
will be remembered that Coventry was one of the "few" to whom so
many owed so much, in the Battle for Britain.

R. S. W. Dunster (33-36), who returned to the Union about a year
and a half ago, has just completed an Instructor's qualifying course at
Roberts Heights, and is awaiting a posting.
Nothing has been heard of Pte. O. C. Burdon (26-31) since Italy
capitulated.

Sgt. P. (" Tim ") Jackson (22-24), also a P.O.W., writes cheerfully
and seems to be keeping fit. He hopes to be back before long I
I. Marshall (32-33) is with the 6th Armoured Division. He gave
up his work on the mines more than a year ago, after losing a finger, and

thought of taking up farming. Instead, he has gone to the battle front.
His tent-mate was in a recent casualty list.

Marshall has just lost his

father.

Sig. J. D. Allsopp (39-42) has just arrived in Cairo.
W. C. Abraham (34-37), now connected with the Navy, is still en
gaged on research work for the Sperry Gyroscope Company, New York. He
appears to be working in the Navy Laboratories at Washington, though
naturally everything is kept very secret.

Cnr. C. j. Beningfield (40-41) is wfth the 6th Div. in Italy, and is
finding it a welcome change after the monotony of desert life. He toured
Palestine in March, and described it as the most interesting week of his
life.

D. P. Beningfield (41-42) did very well in his first year medicals at
Cape Town. But the medical course is no easy path, and he has had to
give up all sport except his rugger, which he usually plays in a downpour
of rain.

C. E. Griffin (23-27) has been transferred from Durban to the Stan
dard Bank, Kimberley, at his own request, in the interests of the health
of his little son.

After "losing" him for some time, we have located H. F. P. Middleton
(22) at the Standard Bank, Bremersdorp, Swaziland. He is bank accountant
but has acted for a while as manager.
Cpl. N. C. C. Poole (32-36) has not let the grass grow under his
feet since he was repatriated. He recently passed his cipher course—five
exams at the University, four of which he passed 100 per cent, and one
99 per cent. Needless to say, he came first amongt the candidates. He
should get a commission and go north, but the authorities say he is an
"international problem," and that the only thing they can do is to take
him out and shoot hom.

R. j. Crawford (28-33) is up to the eyes with work as Housemaster

at the hostel, Lusaka School. He has moved around Rhodesia quite a lot,
and would l ike to return to the Union, but apparently is not allowed to.
He still keeps up his cricket, when opportunity permits.
J. A. Clarkson (40-43) is studying for his B.Com. at Rhodes. He had
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to go through the usual Freshers' ordeal—fancy tie, placards, and the like.
D. L. Blake (36-42) took one year's course of medicine at Rhodes,
then abandoned it in favour of the study of Architecture in Durban. This

means Design, Building Construction, History of Architecture, and Graphics.

He was recently designing a small double-storey house: no easy matter,
with a building controller's whims to contend with. We have just
learned that he has joined the Air Force.

H. C. Corbishley (36-41), who has Blake staying with him, is now
in the Sub-station Department, Durban—a job requiring great concentra
tion, for he works wifh voltages as high as 6,000. All employees have
to have a thorough knowledge of artificial respiration.

Cpi. J. H. Charter (33-37) was recently in charge of a gang of Itis.
He asked for an electric prodder to be sent by air-mail, post-haste, hoping
that it would help our gallant allies to do some work.

D. Crookes (40-43) is spending about a year in P.M.Burg, studying
electrical and ordinary engineering likely to be useful on the farm.

We haven't heard from J. W. Clayton (33-41) since February, but
as he was anticipating his Wings in some 10 weeks' time, we presume
he has them by now. He had certainly had pretty bad luck. At E.F.T.S.

he went down with 'flu and lost five weeks; at Waterkloof, while working
on Harvards, he dislocated a shoulder, and was put back a course; then
he obtained some leave, and while at home went down with chicken pox.
His original course received their Wings in February I
|. L. Barratt (25-32), writing from Nigel, is thrilled with our rugger
results, as befits one who used to play such a prominent part himself.
Capt. E. R. Burnett (27-35) came back on leave last January, and
was married within ten days of arriving.

He had two months in the

Union and then flew back to his unit in the Middle East—R.M.T. Coy.
S.Q.M.S. C. C. Booth (27-34) spent most of 1942 in Madagascar
with the Pretoria Regt. In April, 1943, he went to Egypt with the 6th
Division, and is now in Italy. He recently took a Tank Corps course.
Lt. E. H. Lowe (35-41) managed to get back into the Air Force

again and, previous service counting a good deal, obtained his Wings at
Easter. Shortly afterwards he paid the school a visit, and from there was

proceeding to the Cape for a six-weeks' conversion course on twin-engined
fighters. Since then we have heard nothing, but presume he is north.
L. A. H. Lewis (42-43) is articled to his father in Durban.

He Is

attending University lectures, aiming for a legal B.A. as well as the
Attorney's Entrance examination. He finds the work interesting.
Spr. C. C. Jacobs (30-37), in spite of being wounded in Abyssinia
and losing a finger in the Cazala gallop, is now back in harness, and as
long ago as last October was in Italy on the Adriatic coast.

He was with

the engineers and working on demolished bridges and railways, often
right through the night and in bitterly cold weather.
J. S. Jensen (41 -42) passed his first year medical at Wits, success
fully.

O./D. H. F. C. Ivory (39-42) is mine-sweeping around the Cape
waters.

R. H. C. Jenkins (32-35) disappeared into the blue three years ago,
but we now know that he returned to the Union in March, 1943, and is
back at his job in Barclays Bank, Johannesburg, hating every moment of
if and wishing he could be back in uniform. Medical reasons, we pre
sume.

He has just received notification that he is due to receive the

Africa Star shortly.

Rev. F. C. Hittier (32-34) has moved about a lot lately. He left
the Strand early in 1943, spent seven months at Goodwood, moved to
Mowbray in August, spent four months there, and then returned to Good

wood, where he now is. He works with the Coloured people, and is very
happy in his work. As he is in his fourth year of probation, he is hoping
to be ordained at the forthcoming Conference.

P. H. Hind (25-30) writes to say that the Underburg factory is now
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-producing, and that he Is busy erecting another large factory in Durban,
for which the firm will shortly be issuing further capital.
A./M. I. E. Coutts (35-42) has been posted to one of the best Crash

Boat Stations on the coast (so he says), and is billeted at the Marine Hotel,
Mossel Bay.

Lt. A. Stockil (32-36) still sets the running track ablaze with his
spikes. A recent issue of the "Springbok "—the official newspaper for

the S. African forces—displays his photograph prominently, and gives the
following caption: 'A South African Air Force team won 9 of the 13
events in the Eastern Italy R.A.F. athletic championships on a war-

neglected Bari stadium last month. Stockil won the 100 and 200 yards
events, equalling the record for the former distance Last year in Cairo
he won the 100 metres in the Chrystall Cup tournament." This last
he won in 10 4/5 sees., only 1/5 sec. outside the Egyptian record. He

followed it with an easy win over the 200 metres, in 22 4/5 sees., and
completed the hat-trick by winning the long jump with a leap of 20 ft.
64- inches.

Dr. K. W. Dyer (31-36) is now back in Durban and going into
partnership with his father.

Dr. ). B. King (29-36) has left his doctor-wife in Cape Town, and is
himself working very long hours in King Edward VI I I Hospital, Durban.

In spite of this he has managed to make the journey to Kearsney nearly

every week to give a lecture to the Sixth Form Biologians.
P./P. C. F. Balcomb (30-40) is nearing the end of his course at
Witbank. just after his arrival there he had the misfortune to fracture

his ankle in three places, and his leg was.put into plaster. However, every
cloud has a silver lining, and he was given 2 weeks leave, which he spent
fishing at Sinkwazi.

Capt. A. R. W. Metcalf (33-38) is a commander on the Shuttle
Service, and is now at Germiston.

W.S./Sgt. R. H. Doidge (32-34) is stationed at the Military College,
Roberts' Heights, in the Regimental Training Branch, as an Instructor in

Battle Drill. ^ He gained the necessary battle experience up north.

A. N. NIsbet (40-41) was in No. 5 General Hospital for a while, with
a slight attack of pneumonia, but is well again now.
Tpr. D. P. Stone (27-29) is back in the desert, after an enjoyable
leave.

L. A. Jordan (37-40) is costing clerk with Associated Engineers,
johannesburg.

D. N. Crowder (37-40) passed Maths. I l l at Witbank Tech.. and is
now surveying on Witbank coal mine.

H. Smith (38-41) is with the Y.T.B., Potch.

Bdr. L. C. Smith (31-38) had some weeks at liberty after the fall
of Italy, but was then constrained to continue his imprisonment in Germany.
K. Sanders (25-26), and Sig. J. V. Wood (35-37) have escaped to
Switzerland.

Sgt. C. L. Rosenberg (36-39) writes to say that they are preparing
for the final round, and that he had seen quite a lot of Hamlyn, who is
busy writing a book.

When he last wrote, Cnr. N. Baker (40-42) had just finished a
mine-lifting and camouflage course. He had met Groom, Nisbet, Hume
and Doidge.

Rfn. P. Hargreaves (28-29) says they returned very tired and weary
from manoeuvres, but that they were all very fit and waiting.
Mid. C. C. Ballard (39-41) broadcast from the B.B.G. He has his
first ring now.
Lt. W. C. Hopki ns (22-26) was at one time stationed near his
brother in the desert.

Tpr. C. D. Nathan (40-43- is with H., Squadron of the Botha/Presi
dent Stein Regt. at Potch. He won his cross Rifles while still at the

depot, and played cricket for the combined Artillery and Armoured Gar
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team against a nearly Provincial side.

Walter Robinson, Dunster, Reeves,

and Allsopp were with him.

Tpr. E. Ayres (41-43), also with the same regiment, has done ex
tremely well on the athletic track, on one occasion winning the mile for
his regiment. We have heard that he has brought his mile down to 4
mins. 45 sees., and half mile down to 2 mins.

B. F. Walter (32-33) has lost his father and mother very recently,
and in January became proud father of a second son. He has passed his

final exam, and obtained his Mine Surveyor's Certificate of Competency,
and been appointed Assistant Chief Surveyor. Now he is studying for his
Mine Manager's Certificate, but finds the mechanical and electrical en
gineering difficult.
Sgt. K. N. Middleton (22) is with the 6th Armoured Division. Before

going up he was Assistant Chief Surveyor on Vogelstruisbult Mine. His
wife, son ad daughter live at Springs.
J. P. S. Turner (37-43) has spent the time since leaving us working
on the farm at Estantia, building up his physique, before starting upon
his Matric. syllabus under private tuition in August.
A./M; B. C. Scheffer (36-39) has been back on leave, after keeping
pace with the war as far as Italy At present .he is back at work on
seaplanes, based in Durban.

C. H. Smith (41 -43) is at Tech., and finds the practical experience in
the workshops a great improvement on his'ory and Latin.
E. N. Peppier (27-31) is actively engaged in church and social work
at Plumstead, and regretted that the enthusiasm displayed for Cavalcade
could not to some extent also be harnessed for church work. Unfortunately
he seldom comes into contact now with old Kearsney boys, though he
recently had dinner with Mr. Paul Reed, known to us for his C.S.S.M. work
Sgt. W. S. Mitchell (26-31 ), after years of service in the hospitals up
North, has obtained well-earned leave, and managed to have it extended
to 60 days. He was then posted to Oribi Hospital, P.M.Burg, and when
we last heard his voice over the phone, he was in P.M.Burg, but always

liable to me moved without much notice. We are hoping to see him
at Kearsney soon. Mitchell still takes services when the opportunity offers.
T. S. Peddie (40-42) has left the Youth Brigade, and is back in
civvies as a clerk in Bethlehem.

2nd/Lt. A. J. Munro (34-38) called in at the school on his embarka
tion leave. He had been posted to No. 12 Squadron—Marauders—based
in Italy and has been in action for some time now.
Cpl. D. C. H udson (36-38) has returned to civilisation after a long
period in Tristan da Cunha, where he was engaged in meteorological work.
He is now stationed in Durban, but had a short speil in Northern Zululand. After a visit to the school on foot, with his fiancee, he paid a
second visit by plane. After some aerobatics at a great height, he divebombed the front of the school, coming almost to ground level, and
parachuted a message for the school. The boys, having been forewarned,
were in attendance !

A./M. C. M. Albertyn (40-42) is now with the Catalina flying boats.
Cape.
KEARSNEY COLLEGE—SEVEN.

|. L. Couper (41-42), after a year and a term at Cape Town Uni
versity, where he has been studying medicine, has decided to join up
with the S.A.A.E.

A/B. P. A. Foss (38-41) has enjoyed the various experiences which
fall to the lot of those who go down to the sea in ships. After a spell of
mine-sweeping off the South African coast, he was transferred to H.M.S.

Gambia, and visited India, Ceylon, the Persian Gulf, Red Sea, England, and
America, then came back to take part in the invasion of Italy. As his ship
has now been taken over by New Zealand, he has been transferred, and
when last heard of was at Boston.

Lt. W. B. A. Pearce (28-37) is now back in the Union, after three
years up North, and expects to remain here. He paid the school a visit,
with his wife, to watch the match v. Glenwood.
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L. W. E. Dyson (40-43) is In training as an air-gunner.
A. D. Wood (31-32) is back in civvies again, and working at the
D.B., Pretoria.

FIt./Lt. 0. W. M. Pearce (24-30) is now with the R.A.F., stationed
in England. We were very interested to hear, from his brother, that he
had taken part in the Dieppe raid, though we have not been lucky enough
to hear any impressions.

Lt. F. )ex (24-26) is now a bomber pilot on a Flying Boat, based in
England.

LLf. |. C. A. Coufts (31-35) spent a day at school here, while on
leave, having left his wife up North. For the past year he had been
working on Baltimores, based at Mersah Matruh, usually patrolling the
Aegean and shooting up enemy vessels at Crete. He was actually over
Leros on the night on which the Germans recaptured it, but was unable
to locate their barges. He brought some most interesting photographs with
him. It appears that he is not likely to leave the Union again now, as
he is engaged on passenger service with twin-engined Ansons. On one
occasion he "shot us up," grazing our tree tops I
D, Munro (34-39) has temporarily left the workshops of james
Brown, and is engaged in draughtsmanship with Patrick Murray, covering
the sugar and other factories up and down the coast. Meanwhile he is
studying at the Tech. for his A.M.I.M.E.
B. J. Woods (40-43), E. van der Schyff (40-43), and I. W. D.

Stones (40-43), are studying at N.U.C., P.M.Burg. The first-named
writes in interesting fashion of the various facets of 'Varsity life in which
he has had a hand: music, debating, S.C.A., the rag—with here and there
a little work, mainly at Maths, and the Classics.

Sgf. J. H. Worth (31-32) is now at the Wireless Station. Waterkloof, after a very long spell in Abyssinia.
B. L. Vowles (39-42) is taking Matric. this year at D.H.S., and is on

the committee of the Debating Society.

His brother Colin played against

our under 15 XV.

S/Sgt. T. Wyatt-Minter (41-42) was transferred for a while to
Transport, but then was called back to his band work, which he is greatly
enjoying.

Pte. T. H. Collins (3 1 -33) is now working in a coal-mine in Germany.
He says: "Things go along in much the same old monotonous way, but
we manage to have some fun.

We slide to the pit-head over snow and

ice, and have sing-songs going down. In fact, humour surges rebelliously all day long."
Lt. O. J. Wilkinson (35-38) is a Pilot Instructor at Kroonstad.
L. M. Preston (39-41) last wrote from Colombo, where he was
anticipating a few days' leave. He had been away from "civilisation"
for several months, had had quite an amount of excitement, and had
found the heat very trying. He is on a small ship, only 100 tons.
Sgt. A. P. Lowe (32-38) is with the R.M.T. Coy., somewhere up

in the desert, apparently. He says that he spends his time taking courses.
He adds that he had been to Cairo to play cricket, having been chosen
to play with the S.A. Base team, captained by Dudley Nourse. He stayed
in for an hour, for nine runs, but found it very enjoyable; played on turf.
To counteract the oppressive heat he had tried swimming in the Suez
Canal lakes, and found the water very buoyant.

J. L. B. Taylor (42-43) is new working in the Post Office, P.M.Burg.

I'm glad I'm not a guinea-pig
Or moth or cricket, small or big;
A lab, a bottle, scalpel, then—
World without end, amen.
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OLD BOYS' LETTERS.
(Owing to paper restrictions we can only quote from letters from the
front.—Ed.'

Cnr. N. Baker (40-42). I am writing this from the land of "sun and

olives, though we think that "mud and rain" would be more appro
priate. Spring is in the air ! Miles and miles of barley and rye as green
as can be, unending orchards of olives, almonds and peaches, showing the
first signs of fruits to be, and in contrast a people wearing any tattered
garments they could salvage after the Jerries had helped themselves. They
seem to be a people shunning the march of civilisation, content to live a

bare hand-to-mouth existence. They still live in stone huts which give
the impression of having been used for many generations. Begging is
prevalent. Old and young alike will scramble for a cigarette thrown out.
L/Bdr. J. A. Chick (33-39) (Prisoner of War, escaped). As far as I
know I am the only Did Boy in Switzerland. It is a wonderful country
and we are being treared very well. I arrived here with the clothes I

stood up in, plus my wallet, toothbrush and paste, sfiaving brush, razor
and soap. Since then the British Red Cross have issued me with clothes,
and I was fortunate enough to receive a clothes parcel from Mother, re
directed here. Adelbaden is the place for winter sports, and I can assure
you we are all having a grand time. I have been skiing and have passed
my British ski test, and hope to take a Swiss test soon. It is good sport,
but can't beat rugger or tennis. We are living in beds in hotels, and

what s more, a hot bath whenever we want ! There are Tommies, Aussies,
New Zealanders, Yanks, and Springboks here. Two bio shows a week^
with some of the latest pictures, and concerts every now and then I
Tpr. A. H. Doidge (40-41). Some time ago we landed on the
Italian mainland, and you can imagine how it contrasted with the desert.
Winding up through the hills we arrived at a place which was to be our
camp for a few weeks. The Italians are excellent farmers, and here
wheat, barley, oats and various other forms of grain crops were grown.

Then we left, and the new surroundings proved to be a wonderful valley
hemmed in by immense snow-capped mountains. And orchards. Just full
of red juicy cherries, which we couldn't stop eating. There is everywhere
a profusion of wild flowers, especially red poppies.
Sgt. A. P. Lowe (32-38). As yet I haven't had much chance of sight

seeing, owing to financial reasons, but I have found Cairo, to say the

least of it, a filthy hole. When we get proper leave I can see myself
probing into the agricultural side of Egypt.

I would, of course, like to

get over to Europe to see things there, but I don't think there is much
chance of that.

Sig. O. Knaggs (41-42). Spent my New Year week-end at Alex

andria, and enjoyed the swimming and change of air. Yesterday the Div.
celebrated its birthday.

There was a large crowd to watch the Retreat

ceremony.

Pte. L. N. W. Hume (39-42).

Since I last wrote I have been to

Palestine. Eric Groom and I had a very interesting time there, going to
Jerusalem and Bethlehem. We went on an organised tour round the
two places. On the tour we visited the Church of the Nativity, the Holy
Sepulchre, and the Church of all nations, which is in the Garden of

Gethsemene. We also saw the Wailing Wall and the garden tomb. Then
we went to a Jewish collective farm, and I never realised people could
work so hard—it certainly would put us South Africans to shame.
2/Lt. I. H. Howarth (24-29), S.A.A.F., West African Forces. Of
course we may not mention names of places. Outside our camp, nearly
everything is black—both the people and the outlook. However vve have
our own cinema once a week, and a concert now and then. Periodically

we have hockey and cricket, but it is difficult to organise regular games.
Bathing is good, and passes a lot of our time. Sam Boyd was killed here
just before I came. So far I've managed to find the way back "home"
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and have not yet joined the "Gold-fish Club." The heat here doesn't
worry me much, but it certainly is a land of perpetual perspiration.

L/Cpl. N. T. Hamlyn (36-39). Shortly after arriving in the desert
our particular set with the Signals really got things going. Apart from
the usual debating societies and sports arrangements, we were proud to
boast an Entertainment Committee. I was its secretary. We got up the
Decibelle Concert Party." It was unique in that it was the first all
signals concert party. We had a good five-piece band, and with the
show built up around it our first production was a great success; we even
played a special performance for our G.O.C. Besides these things I have
done quite a bit of drawing and painting. I sold a set of eight pictures
to the sergeants' mess and managed to put some things on an exhibition
that was held in the Division. More recently I sent some to Cape Town's
Liberty Calvacade. As regards my career I still intend going to America
for a Commercial Art training and then returning to South Africa to take
up advertising.

Cpl. L. D. Lee (36-40).

My brother Alex left me on leave in

December. He was lucky to leave when he did, as his old crew went
missing soon after he left. The weather is changing and getting noticeably
warmer, so that the breeze now blows the dust about.

But we are never

satisfied.

Lt. J. R. Lund (36-40), R.A.F. During my sojourn north of the line

I've managed to visit the ancient city of Carthage. Frankly, I was dis
appointed—there's hardly anything to see. What there is is very inter
esting, though, and it will be good in days to come to be able to say that
I have seen Hannibal's city. Once, in a rash moment, I mentioned to
some pals that I'd taken Latin and Greek for my Matric., and as a result
I'm usually called upon to decipher everything from German to Arabic.
I was fortunate in seeing Vesuvius' latest effort from start to finish.

Not

many people are lucky enough to see such sights at the R.A.F.'s expense.
It really was a marvellous sight, though rather frightening. I took detailed
notes at the time and they'll be illustrated by pictures when I manage to
have them prin'^ed.

Sgt. W. K. Putterill (33-34). We've been kept pretty hard at it this
last month or two. Christmas proved quite pleasant under the circum
stances, and through the stout efforts of Mrs. Smuts' Gifts and Comforts

workers, we had a really good Christmas dinner, complete with turkey and
ham and pudding. I was not sorry when it was all over, though, as
routine gets hopelessly dislocated and makes a great deal of extra work
for us senior N.C.O.'s.

Spr. A. W. Paul (38-41 ). After completing our course at Ladysmith,
four of us were lucky enough to be flown north to join the 49th Survey
Coy. For the first two days I was violently sick, and for the second two
saw nothing but mile upon mile of bush and desert. We just missed
Nelson Eddy at Khartoum I We had a peaceful voyage across Italy and
came up the country by convoy. I drove a lorry, and due to the rough
roads, did not not have much opportunity to study the countryside. During
the second day we covered a comparatively small strip of country, but
what marvellous mountains we had to drive up. One Sunday we went
sight-seeing to Pompeii; some parts seemed to be in a wonderful state
of repair. During the afternoon we tried to ascend Vesuvius, but the
lorry couldn't take it.
Cpl. j. D. Raw (28-37). Now my dreams have come true, and I
have left the hateful desert for ever, I hope. On the other side I was
given a truck to bring over here, and had to travel with it. As it didn't
quite fit into a cabin, I had to go and live with it down the hold of a

freighter. The buggy ride proved a most pleasant one. . . At one place
I was at I couldn't find a sheltered spot in which to snatch forty winks.
Eventually I settled down between the rails of a railway truck. Next I
knew was an Iti shaking me violently and pointing frantically down the
line to an oncoming train. . . I have just spent two weeks in the line near

Gassino. It was very peaceful at first, till our big guns began to talk
behind us—the show was on. From our hill-tops I could easily see the
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famous monastory^ but Cassino itself was out of sight in the valley below.
I was living in a farmhouse at the time. It was lovely there till jerry
decided it was time to knock the place down. Anyway^ for two days he
pounded us, while I was inside trying to look happy. We were lucky; he
didn't get a single hit.

Sgt. A. E. Raw (28-38). I was very glad when we left Cairo, for the
place did not attract me at all.

I paid the usual visit to the Great

Pyramid and Sphinx. I am for a while attached to an R.A.F. station, and
we find it very comfortable for desert conditions.

We have such civilised

things as a mess, a canteen, and a first-class visiting film unit once a
week. The food is good, too, as the cooks are trained specialists.
A/M K. Rock (34-39). I have just had a good Christmas. The
Englishman's idea of a merry Christmas is quite in accordance with mine.

Since October 25th I have been lying in a R.A.F. hospital in Tripoli, after
hitting a 3-ton truck on a motor-bike. Was fortunate only to receive
One gash, on the leg, but everything has to turn septic in this forsaken

land, and before I knew where I was I had a major infection of the right
leg. Should be discharged before the end of )anuary. Our squadron has
moved down the line, and is having plenty of fun and games with German
convoy raiders.

Lt. C. P. Whitelaw (32-34) Have just missed a chance of joining
the Marines and trotting over to England, but there may be another offer
one of these days. May as well see the world and get paid for it. So far
army life hasn't been too bad, and I seem to have covered this part of the
world fairly effectively, at the expense of being disillusioned about the
"glamour" of the East. I often wonder how we are going to settle down
to the humdrum of civvy street when all this is over.

I'm afraid I much

prefer this fairly easy way of earning the daily bread !
Sgt. T. H. Radford (22-24). My word, you would love it up here in

Cyprus, snow on the mountains and the dear old sea only a few miles
away. I have never seen such scenery and wild flowers—made me dumb.
The farming is mostly corn, with olive trees by the million.

Lt. E. C. Smith (27-34). At present we are at a camp among olive
groves—what a change from the desert. Everything is very green, and
it is really quite picturesque, with the tents dotted about under the trees.

Route marches and walks are so interesting compared with those in the
desert.

All the farm-houses seem to be built on a palatial scale, or so

they appear from the outside, though I have my doubts about the inside.
We've been past some old monasteries, and other ancient ruins. As for

the people—i thought the Gyppos were the lowest type I'd seen, but these
are not far behind. No idea of sanitation, and absolutely fithy. The main
street wasn't bad, but one street away, and the road is full of rubbish.
There is still some evidence of R.A.F. bombing. There's not much food
to be had, and we've had a lot of trouble with civilians hanging around,

cadging. Things are getting better organised now

Money means nothing;

they have plenty of it, and can't buy anything with it. . . . We took the
men for another walk this afternoon; it was most enjoyable—went
scrambling through some gullies and gorges and came across what looked
like a very old monastery, with cellar-like rooms cut out of the rock in

the cliff on top of which the building is perched.
Lt. i. H. Hopkins (26-33). I have been seconded to the Royal
Engineers, and was on a bridging course in March. Was at Anzio with

the 5th Coy. I spent a couple of hours in Naples, where we had a good
afternoon tea at the Officers' Club, with music and all. The harbour in
stallations and industrial areas seem to have received a pretty thorough

pounding from our air forces and German demolitions, but the main
business area, with fine buildings, appear unscathed. I found Pompeii
very interesting;; by that I mean the excavations of the ancient city
which was destroyed by volcanic ash in 79 A.D.

One can still see some

of the wall paintings, the original foundations In the streets, and the
unmistakable tracks of the chariots. . . . I am the only South African in
this company, and felt something like Raleigh in "journey's End" to
start off with.
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Major A. B. Theunissen (29-31 ). We have quite a number of Old
Boys In the Div. and we are hoping to arrange a gathering. Bernard has
come out of hospital, after being there for over a month. Ken Jacques

was in his ward yesterday, but it was only slight enteritis.

My own job

keeps me fit and well. The lads are as keen as mustard for ops and will

give a good account of themselves. The December issue of the Mag.
arrived a day or two ago—an excellent number, eagerly read. The frontis
piece is first class.

Capt. A. M. Foss (27-33). I have been seconded to the British Army
and am now with the Royal Scotch Fusiliers.

So I have achieved one of

my life's ambitions—a commission In one of Britain's Regular Battalions.
A glengarry covers my head, but trews and not kilts supply the necessary
covering for other parts. Since coming across to Italy practically all my
time has been spent on Anzio beach-head, so you will realise that time

is not quiet.

I have been mixed up in a few "mills" and seen quite a lot

of " hate " thrown about.

Sig. D. Beckett (34-42).

I was not long in Alex, before I was

drafted to this ship (H.M.S.A.S. "Southern Isle "), which, you may
remember, played a hand in the invasion of Italy. We are engaged at the
moment in convoy work, and among the places I have visited since I have

been on her are Gibraltar and Malta.

We occasionally do a run into Port

Said.

S/Sgt. J. S. Bertram (26-32). Our transfer from Italy to Germany
was almost like becoming a P.O.W. all over again, but under better con

ditions. As you know, our first eight months in Italy were hellish. There
is no need to worry about me now, as things are not bad here, and after
many months of P.O.W. life I know the ropes. Red Cross parcels are as
regular as clockwork. We are warm and definitely clean. In Italy during
the winter we used to remove our shirts twice a day to kill the lice. Had
a hot shower this week and picked up a beautiful cold.
S/Sgt. D. C. Steel (35-38). I am still enjoying life pretty well up
here (East Africa). Had a couple of days in hospital with 'flu, but am
fit now, and all I want is a spot of leave. I'm expecting to be moved
shortly down to some place on the coast. Our job at present is to wipe
out locust hoppers. All we do is to lay the poisoned bait and wait for
them. Pretty succesful, too, judging from the number of dead we see
about.

Pte. F. R. C. Groom (37-40). The daily routine of Civvy Street is
only a dream now. It's a matter of getting as much sleep as possible
during the day, as we have to stay awake most of the night. I have the
greatest respect for jerry's mortar bombs. He certainly plastered us at the
beginning of last week. Phew! That was my first experience of being
under fire. I've never hugged Mother Earth so tightly in all my life. One
seems so defenceless, not being able to retaliate in any way. Ledlie Hume
and I were a part of a patrol which went out the other night. He had
to lug a wireless set with him. It gives one a weird feeling, having to
creep about at dead of night. How useless it is to have to shoot up one
another, and how wonderful if there were no war. Meanwhile, we must
get on with the job.
Lt. C. C. von Keyserlingk (27-30).

You will no doubt be interested
to hear that I was in Rome the second day after its fall. I was extremely
lucky to see and hear the Pope when he spoke to the assembled multitude,
in the world-famous St. Peter's Square. I also took the opportunity of
entering and having a thorough good look at the inspired works of art that
are to be found in St. Peter's Cathedral, and at the Sistine Chapel, which
is part of St. Peter's. Words fail me as I try to describe the beauty of this
magnificent church. The populace was very glad to see us and they
clambered all over our vehicles. My jeep was so crowded out that I had
to get out and sit on the bonnet. Rome is almost untouched by the war—
only railway installations and military targets were hit. When I entered
Rome, with the Wiltshires, the derelict remains of German vehicles were

still smouldering, so rapid was our advance.
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The past few weeks have

certainly been packed with interest and thri lls, and I would not have
missed it for worlds. To-day we had a thanksgiving and memorial service
for our recent victories and for those of our comrades who have made the

supreme sacrifice. It was a beautiful service and the padre was in excellent
form.

F/Lt. 0. W. M. Pearce (24-30) I met an ex-Kearsney lad in
London the other day—Lee by name—and he tells me the "alma mater"
is going great guns.

Good effort!

I would like to be back to have a

look round right now. I have been away for so long that South Africa
will almost be a foreign country to me when I get home. If everything
goes O.K. I plan to go back to Louisiana to finish up my course after this
interlude comes to an end.

I did a little track work in the States—best

effort 10 mins. 15 sees, for two miles, 3 rd place. The boys in spikes are
really quick over there. I had the opportunity of watching champions like
Cunningham. At present I am in charge of a support unit, flying control
section, a FIt./Lt. post.

The promotion has been rather unfortunate in

some ways. It has meant leaving my pals of over two and a half years,
and being relegated to a second-line unit Frank |ex paid me a visit at
my station a few weeks back. I envied his South African tan and breezy
outlook. Best of luck to all your efforts in a school second to none.
hope the boys realise this.

I

W.O. II D. Kelly (39-41 ). At last my posting to Italy came through,
and I could have jumped for joy. I had an enjoyable trip over and have
seen a few more towns and islands. Had quite an interesting evening at
Malta. I explored the island, and was amazed at the chaos and destruc
tion that jerry has brought to the island. One thing struck me, though,
and that was the cheerfulness of the Maltese people. To talk to a
Maltese man or woman sne would never think that just a few months
ago they had been living in a veritable hell. I have been on the squadron

for just a month now, and am quite settled down. Parts of the country
remind me of Botha's Hill.

A/B ). Nasmlth (40-43). I was very sorry to leave the Hawkins,
and I shall get away from Trincomalee as soon as possible and go some
where where it is a little civilised.

Dirty Indians follow one all over the

place for a few cents or a cigarette, and trying to sell their goods. I
quite liked Mombasa, and found the natives fairly civilised and respectful.
At Colombo I went to a dance and to the pictures and enjoyed the stay
there.

Italy, I'm afraid, is no Utopia.

The

people display most of the charcteristics peculiar to their army.

Cpl. ). H. Charter (33-37).

The

townspeople are thugs and knaves, and the rural folk are just plain back
ward. Living conditions are frightful; Taranto gave no outward appearance
of any sanitary system, while Naples and Bari are not much better.

I was

fortunate in seeing Vesuvius in eruption—a most impressive sight. I
saw Pompeii, too; a most remarkable place, and parts are fairly well pre
served, especially paintings. Some of these would not be suitable for
decorating a Y.M.C.A. I Generally, one arrives at the impression that the
Romans were pretty smart, but the only thing their descendents seem to
have inherited is their lack of morals. As I am now a member of the

Corps Troops I am ignorant of first-hand knowledge of fighting conditions.
The winter was very cold; I saw grown-up men cry from the cold.
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POMPEII.

I have seen Naples and how some of its military objectives have been
flattened out. I have also paid Pompeii a visit and found it very interest
ing. The town of Pompeii was built about 400 B.C. and was buried by
ashes from Vesuvius about 80 A.D. Four hundred years ago the ruins
were discovered and excavation has been carried on ever since. The town
is surrounded by a wall and is oval-shaped, and is said to have had a

population of about 25,000, of whom only 2,000 perished when the town
was buried.

It boasts of one amphitheatre and at least three other

theatres. The amphitheatre is circular with stone ledges running around
for seating accommodation. Down at the bottom there is a circular space
in which the strong men used to fight the gladiators. It is well designed
and has numerous exits, so that people can move freely in and out. The
streets are made of stone. The pavements are raised, because in those
days they used the whole street as a drain, and stones that were used as
stepping stones can still be seen across the street. We visited the bakery
and some private houses and cafes.

In the cafe the counter was made of

stone fitted with stone jars, in which they kept their wine. They had
no furniture in their houses, but for decorational purposes they painted
the walls, some of the paintings I saw being really marvellous. In the
market square there are columns still standing. The law court was appar
ently a large building containing at least 40 columns. Actually one could
easily spend a week there, though we had only two hours.
S. N. CHAPLIN (37-39).

DESERT."

White! Glaringly white!
The simmering heat waves dance
Above the sun-scorched sand.

Relentless—burningly bright.
The sun's scorching rays glance
Against the pebbles and rebound

With hot breaths, momentarily fanned
By gusty breeze. This barren ground.
Dirty yellow with taint of pink.
Reaching its far horizons between

And then unchanged, beyond the brink

Of distance stretching, there unseen.
To spread itself out wantonly.
No tree! No soft relief of green;
No rustling leaves in shaded spot;
Nor grass, nor swift cool stream
To quench the gripping thirst.
Just sprawling sand; just hot,

just blistering rock; just dust;
Dust blowing ceaselessly; and sun,
Shimmering sun, madly dancing.
And white! Glaring white!

N. T. HAMLYN (36-39).
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

The Kearsney College Chronicle is published every July and January,
and costs 21- per copy. The Editor has a number of back copies, which
he will be pleased to dispose of at 2/- each.

We acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of magazines from:
Kingswood School (BathJ, Kingswood College (Crahamstown), Michaelhouse,
Cordwalles, Clenwood, D.H.S., Maritzburg College, Highbury, Blundells,
The Leys, Rydal Mount, Oundle.
OLD BOYS' CLUB.

Membership Subscription: Life, £3/3/-; annual, 7/6.
Since January the following Old Boys have paid Life Subscriptions:
J. P. S. Turner, M. Albertyn, H. Middleton, L. N. W. Hume, J. L. B.

Taylor, C. D. Nathan, W. L. S. Robinson, T. D. Pennefather, W. S. Michell,
A. O. R. Askew, E. H. Lowe, J. L. Couper, L. D. Mathews, P. R. Charter,
H. F. Ivory, B. Theunissen, B. J. P. Duranty, D. J. Munro, R. Putterill,
A. T. Winship, F. R. Comins, I. E. Coutts. There are now 150 Life
Members.
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EDITORIAL.

If this edition of the Magazine falls short, of the standard of its pre
decessors, and lacks some of the vim and detail which we hope charac
terised previous issues, the Editor begs the indulgence of its readers.
Personal bereavement at the close of the year left him with neither the
time nor the inclination to apply his mind diligently to the compilation
of information as is his usual custom. It is a long task, taking up much
of the holidays, but on this occasion he needs to go away.
This is the last issue of Volume One. Looking back now over our
five and a half years at Botha's Hill, we can safely say that Kearsney has
"arrived." This is said in no smug sense. We fought grimly for close on
twenty years at. our old home, to keep the school alive. Our boys, spread

all over the country, were our ambassadors, and good ones, yet it was always
touch and go as to whether we held out. We did so, however, and now
in our new quarters are finding it almost too easy.

We have been a good deal in the public eye. Unexpected fame came
our way through the rugby field; yet we know, and the public know, that
there is more to a school than sporting ability. For that reason it was a
good thing for us that, the Carol Broadcast was so tremendously successful,
for it has shown a very wide body of listeners that we can attend to the
more gentle arts, too. In fact, its success surprised us, in spite of the
hard work put in to make it such a success.
Times will come when we may have to face subtle opposition. Every
school has to face that at some time or other. The surest way of avoiding
it is to give no cause for offence. Although we may be quickly making
a name for ourselves, we are only a small cog in the educational system,
so let us never think more of ourselves than we ought. We hope we are
an important cog; in fact we think we are. Given our Chapel, more
buildings, more accommodation, we may become an indispensible cog.
J.F.R.

EUNICE FELICIA REECE.

The College has suffered a grievous loss in the sudden illness and
tragic death of Mrs. Reece. We have many happy memories of Eunice—
first as a nurse, with a deep love of her vocation, at the Kearsney Hospital;
as one of the happy parties that came to tennis every week; as the young
bride, making a very real home under difficult conditions. Then as a brave,
cheerful patient for many weary months in the King George V Hospital,
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and last as the healthy, happy nnother in Finningley—loved by the boys,
the confidante of the mothers, and keeping open house for all and sundry
of the Staff, who would drop in at 9 p.m. for a cup of tea and a chat in
an atmosphere which was a welcome in itself.

A severe cold, caught at the swimming gala, and influenza, to which
with her natural unselfishness she did not give way soon enough, rapidly
turned to something a good deal more serious and within one week she
had been taken from us.

Her passing, on December 2nd, will leave a blank that will be difficult
to fill, and we share in the sorrow and sense of loss of Mr. Reece, who is
left with a son of three years and a daughter of six months.
In a moving tribute to Mrs. Reece, at our closing ceremony, Mr.
W. ). Williams, Chairman of the Board of Governors, finished with the
following verse;—
"There is no death.
What seems so is transition.

This life of mortal breath.
Is but the suburb of a life Elysian,
Which we call death."
R.H.M.

I should like to express my deepest thanks to all at the school and
all other friends for their thoughts and prayers during the difficult week
of my wife's illness. They were a source of great comfort to me. My
especial thanks, too, to those who sent donations to our Chapel Fund in
her memory.—J.F.R.

CREWE EVERSLEICH BROWNE.

Crewe came to Kearsney at the beginning of 1942 and his happy,
alert spirit soon made him one of the most popular of his group and form.

In 1943, he contracted Brights disease and was absent for most of the year,
so it was with very real pleasure we welcomed him back at the beginning
of this year, and noticed the cheerful way in which he accepted his inability
to play games. In school, Crewe could be relied upon to ask the questions,
so dear to teachers, which enable them to repeat a lesson, or emphasise
a point that was needed. It was thus a great shock to hear just before
term opened in August, that Crewe had been killed by a fall from a horse.
We join with his parents in sorrowing for the loss of so promising a young
life.

R.H.M.

HAROLD BETTUM-HANSEN.

August, 1926 to April, 1929.

Though Harold did not shine on the scholastic side, he rapidly made
himself a jovial and popular member of our small community in the Old
School, and later on, until he became an invalid, he was one of our most
loyal Old Boys and would dash up to Kearsney in a wild endeavour to get
there in less than an hour from Durban. On leaving school Harold entered
his father's cold storage business and an accident there, when he was shut
Into the refrigerator, was the cause of his illness, which resulted in his
death in November.

To his wife and father we offer our sincere sympathy.
R.H.M.
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SCHOOL NOTES.
Third Term; August 1st to September 27th.
Fourth Term: October 10th to December 8th.'
The death of Mrs. Reece in the last week of the Christmas Term was

very keenly felt at the school and among parents who knew her. She had
been ill for only a week, but it was a week of such agony that her end
came as a relief.

Mention elsewhere is made of her.

We offer our deep

sympathies to Mr. Reece and little Peter and Judy.
The Headmaster was laid up also in the middle of the last term, his
illness coming upon him very suddenly. Within a few days he was very
seriously ill, but recovered almost as quickly. He was finally fit enough
to give the Carol address and the Headmaster's Report at Prize-Giving,
and should be fully fit again by next term. Hitherto Mr. Matterson had
had only one day's absence from school in 34 years. While he was away
on this occasion his work was taken by Mrs. Stewart.
Mr. H. ). van Zyl leaves us after a happy year in our midst, and we
wish him well at Michaelhouse..

On October 26th, Dr. Holly, surgeon-lieutenant in the Royal Navy,
gave an interesting testimony to the school, on his experiences as a medico
in Ireland and in the fleet. He contrasted boldly his l ife of worldly
pleasure with his later and greater happiness as a man devoted to the ser
vice of Cod. His deep sincerity created a profound impression.
Old Boys especially will be interested to hear that our old school is
at last to be put to sound use. The Healing Homes of Africa Association

has chosen our old building for its first healing home.

About 60 people

will be able to be accommodated. Renovations and furnishings will cost
about £10,000 and the board has received £6,500 in donations already.
Congratulations to the Rugby XV on having defeated every major

school in Natal and having lost only two matches altogether.
We were glad to welcome Rev. j. Wesley Allen to take our service
on Sunday, August 17vh.
Mr. Paul Reed paid us his annual visit on August 19th, making his
usual contacts, and taking the evening service on August 20th.

Turfing of the new cricket oval has proceeded steadily on since the
rainy weather started. The oval was levelled during the July holidays, and,
together with the levelling of the lower field, has cost our benefactor,
Mr. A. H. Smith, about £1,000.
Once the cold weather was finished, the swimming bath came in'o
operational use, some considerable time before it was officially opened. It
is proving an undeniable asset. Sometimes we wonder whether it isn't a
little too popular !
Those who have read " My Early Life," by Winston Churchill, will be
interested to know that the photograph on page 312, of Mr. Churchill
being welcomed at Durban after his escape from fhe Boers in 1 899, was

taken by our friend and neighbour, Mr. A. H. Smith.
The following boys were received into full membership of the Method
ist Church on Sunday, September 10th. Te service was shared by Revs,
W. B. Allcock, S. le Grove Smith, and B. Sewell. Names: G. de jager,
L. F. Forsyth, R. W. Friday, j. A. Grant, G. C. Harrison, W. Hodsdon,
I. F. Jackson, W. B. King, G. H. Wedderburn, B. G. Woodhead.
The Bishop of Natal confirmed the following boys at St. Mary's
Church, Kloof, on Wednesday, August 16th: J. R. E. Butterworth, A. C.
Davey, E. Hall, G. L. Ovenstone, H. D. Pennefather, K. Shimwell, T. R.
Smyth, A. N. Tytherleigh, C. T. Weston, R. W. Zeller.
List of boys leaving.—Post-Matric: I. I. Ives; Form VI: 1. R. Balcomb,
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C. J. Barnes, T. C. Caider, E. C. Cole, M. F. Crookes (June), D. E. Damp,
C. ). Davey, R. E. J. Fielding, C. M. Carbutt, V. C. Cevers, C. C.' Harrison,
A. H. Henochsberg, I. F. lackson, E. N, A. Jackson, T. D. Jacobs, R. J. Lee,
T. J. Lloyd, Rr C. McLeod, P. W. Slayen, T. R. Smyth, C. H. Stein C H
Walsh (June), R. W. Whiteley, W. Wilker; Form V: W. B. Boast (June),
I. V. Bruton-Simmonds, C, M. Gillies, M. D. S. Isralls, W. M. Jacobs, D. H.
Jones; Form IV: N. A. Johnston (June), M. C. Lawson, K. C. Nelson, J. T.
Preece, W. N. N. Stark, R. D. Thorpe, B. G. Woodhead; Form III: E.
Anderson, J. M. Ray, B. R. Thorpe, M. E. Walsh, D. Whyte, I. J. Woodhead; Form M? B. F. Isralls, D. McDonald; Form I: J. R. Burrows.

SPEECH DAY.

The School year ended on 8th December with the Speech Day cere
monies, which were held In the afternoon in the Hall, Although only a
small number of parents and visitors arrived to honour the occasion, the
crowd of boys eagerly awaiting the declaration that would release them for

home and the holidays, provided the usual atmosphere of urgency and
excitement.

Mr, W, J. Williams, the Chairman of the Governors, was in the Chair,
and opened the proceedings by a moving tribute to the late Mrs. Reece

and some heartfelt words of sympathy for her husband who was among the
Staff on the platform. The words he had used lingered in our minds as
we stood in silence afterwards to mark our affection and respect.
The distinguished visitor for the occasion was R. A. Banks, Esq., the
Director of Education for Natal, whom Mr. Williams introduced as an old

friend of his and of the School. After the Headmaster had read his report,
Mr. Banks gave out the certificates, which again took the place of book
prizes and he then addressed the gathering. He recalled the beginning of
his association with the School in 1931, when the College had applied for
a Government grant, and he had visited it for two days as an Inspector in
order to make a report. He congratulated the School on its progress since
then and on its schemes for future expansion, and he particularly com• mended the intentidn to build the Ghapel as soon as possible, since it
would do so much to enrich the corporate life. Speaking of the future of
secondary education in Natal, Mr. Banks said he thought the Gommission
at present sitting would recommend the raising of the school leaving age
to sixteen, and the result would be to increase the need for more buildings
and for more 'eachers. As Director of Education he had reported that an
expenditure of at least one-and-a-quarter million pounds would be
necessary for the building programme alone. He also gave it as his opinion
that the Commission was likely to recommend that Natal should establish
its own I.e. and Matriculation Examinations, but he warned his young
hearers not to expect that if this were done, they would be any easier than
those of the Joint Matriculation Board for which they entered at present.
The Headmaster's Report was listened to with close attention, and
on its conclusion Mr. Williams said it was a very excellent one, but there
was one important omission. The Headmaster, with his usual modesty,
had omitted all reference to his own fine work. The few words of tribute

to the Head that followed and of congratulation on his recovery from his
recent illness, were received with acclamation.
Then, turning to the Staff, the Chairman spoke words of thanks and

encouragement to them, and congratulated them on keeping the School
running smoothly during the period the Headmaster was away.
The proceedings closed wi*h the Head's declaration that the term was
ended, and the cheering that accompanied it.

Happiness is not perfected until it is shared.
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HEADMASTER'S REPORT.

Numbers.—A large number of boys had to be refused for 1945, and
there were already nearly thirty entries for 1946 and about twenty more
for later years. "Our success in this respect has not gone to our heads,
for we are doing all we can to maintain the confidence of parents and of
the general public in our work, both in and out of school. The interest
of the Governors in the development of amenities helps in this more than
I can say."
Health.—The year had been an excellent one as regards health,

though the number of minor accidents had been greater than usual and
might tax our insurance scheme to its limits. Illnesses, however, had been
few and far between. In five-and-a-half years at Botha's Hill there had
been only thirteen cases of ailments such as measles, all occurring within
a fortnight of a holiday,.but so far there had not been one case of any
boy passing on the infection to another.
Sport.—"This year the high-light goes to the Rugby XV, who have
a record of ten wins in the twelve school matches played, and who, during
the season, have beaten every Natal school within reach. Three of the
team were chosen for the Natal Schools' XV.

The Eleven has also shown

that it can face all other schools on equal terms, while in the field of
Athletics our records will now stand comparison with those of any school
in the Union. Since our numbers for some years to come will be con
siderably less than those of our smallest opponent, we can hope to maintain

this standard only by a combination of hard training and a sound team
spirit.

These will not be wanting while Mr. Medworth has charge of our

sporting activities.

This year we have had our first swimming gala, and the signs are
that in this department, too, we shall hold our own in the years to come.
Cadet Corps.—" The Cadet. Corps covered itself with honour in the
annual inspection by Colonel Crewe-Browne. The whole corps achieved
mass-efficiency in snooting, and we have a keen signalling section, one of
whom topped the list at a camp course in July."
Education.—After detailing the examination successes and remarking
that the Metric results last year were not as good as they should have been,
the Head said that a seven subject course for 1945 Matriculavion candi
dates had been inlroduced this year.
More and more strongly do I feel that there is urgent need for a
big change in the examination for entry into our Universities," said the
Headmaster. "Here at Kearsney we are attracted by the Union Education
Department's series of examinations with the Senior Certificate as the
normal leaving certificate for all boys. The examinations are straight
forward and test a boy's knowledge rather than his ability to spot tricks
and catches. After this examination there ought to be a further year of
specialised training before a boy goes on to the University, and the test
for entrance ought to be in the subjects he intends to take for his degree.
For years I have advocated this change, and I notice that from time to
time other voices join in the same plea." The Head added that the
increasing demand by the larger Universities for more of the cultural sub
jects was a sign that some reform of this kind might come about.
Staff.—" At the end of last year we bade farewell to Mr. E. M.
Knubley, M.A., and to Mrs. E. Beatty, B.Sc., who had come to help us
in a temporary capacity during the very difficult years when staffing prob
lems affected the whole country. Their places have been taken by Mr.

V. L. Clegg, B.Sc., and Mr. C. Nel, B.Sc.

In addition, Mr. H. J. van Zyl

came to us for this year in the place of Mr. W. ). Swanepoel who had asked
for a year's leave in order to advance his studies." The Head then
expressed his appreciation of the loyalty and self-sacrifice of the Staff in

keeping things running smoothly during the period that he was ill, and
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went on to refer to the change in Housekeepers at the mid-year when
Miss Ceddes left in order to get married. Her successor was Miss J.
Cilmour who, in spite of difficult times, was managing so well that he had
heard no breath of criticism from the boys. He thought that was very
high praise.
Choir.—Under the able coaching of Mr. Reece the Choir had added
greatly to the enjoyment of the Sunday services, and in addition had given
a most creditable performance at the annual Carol Service which was
broadcast from the West Street Methodist Church. Many letters of
appreciation from far and near had been received.
Piefects.—The Head paid a special tribute to the work of the Head

Prefects, Ives at Finningley and Davey at Cillingham. They had con
scientiously done their duty, no matter what the cost to themselves in the
way of popularity, and deserved very high commendation.
Development.—" This has been a year of remarkable development in
the sporting facilities at the School. The swimming bath was officially
opened on November 16',h and was proving an amenity .hat was both greatly
needed and greatly appreciated. Unfortunately we can finance the cost
only by making an addi'^ional charge to cover running costs, interest and
sinking-fund charges. When the capital cost has been removed, I hope
this extra charge will be removed. I have to thank a number of friends
for donations to the swimming bath fund, including one of £100 from
Mr. C. H. Stott.

We have also levelled a full-size cricket ground and athletic track,
and also an additional rugger ground at a cost of well over £1,000, the
whole of which has been found by Mr. A. H. Smith who thus adds yet
another to his long list of generous gifts to the College."
Old Boys.—In referring to the Old Boys, the Head said that the Roll
of Honour now numbered sixteen, and there were two others missing, and
of whom nothing had been heard for a long time. H. E. Hookins had
recently been awarded the Air Force Cross. "What I am pleased to report
is the word of quiet praise that we hear again and again applied to Old

Boys for unselfish service—the sort of record that gets into no newspaper
but which shows the stamp of man we are turning out here."
General.—" Difficult days lie ahead and we must make provision for
the future. We certainly cannot stand still. The high cost of living has
made it impossible to start paying off our capital liabilities and it is only
by due economy that we have made ends meet. The war surcharge of £12

has not nearly covered the increased expenditure yet it is essential that
further development take place. The popularity of the School justifies the
building of another House, but before this can be done, additional class

rooms and satisfactory laboratories must also be provided.

Our present

accommodation is inadequate for our present needs. We have been given
much on the athletic side, but the cultural aspect has been neglected. We
urgently need a library, an art room, a museum, an assembly hall and
hobbies rooms.

"On the spiritual side we see our way clear to the building of a
Chapel when a permit can be obtained, but if we are to create the worthy
Chapel thai we visualise, we shall need more than the £7,000 at present
available. I feel strongly that wherever else we economise, we ought not
to economise on the House of God.

I have emphasised again and again that no school of our type can
develop out of profits. Our development can come only if generous friends
who see in education a great opportunity for future good, will endow us
during their lives or remember us in their wills, and so establish a memorial
to themselves that can have no equal. The benefactor of a school is
never forgotten: his name is incorporated into the life of the school and
the good done affects young lives for generations to come.

"To fulfil its true purpose education must have an ethical basis, yet
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this basis without a religious background can altogether fail in its purpose.
Hence schools like ours which can decide for themselves the extent to

which religion shall enter into their common life, have very .special
responsibilities. They should set a high standard of honesty and upright
ness; they should send forth young .men who will uphold the Christian

faith in a world that grows increasingly pagan. Unless we are doing this,
all our success in othar matters is worthless, and we are failing in our
mission. But I believe that in spite of many failures and disappointment's,
Kearsney in the years to come will contribute much to the moral and
spiritual progress of this great land of ours."
C.M.O.

THE WHOLE TOWN'S TALKING."
By ANITA LOOS and JOHN EMERSON.
Produced by Mr. C. M. ORAM.

The Staff play, presented on the evening of Saturday, August 26th,
had the success it deserved. There had been much laborious toil put into
its preparation to such a degree vhat staff conversation for a while devolved
entirely into quota,ions, and one and all began to assume the characteristics

of vheir play roles. We are beginning to understand why Hollywood per
sonalities are so temperamental.

The theme of the play lay in the efforts to groom Mr. Binney, a drab
and unambitious bookkeeper, into becoming worthy of the hand of the
daughter of his partner, Mr. Simmons. It was a difficult business. Mr.

Binney was not made that way. To heighten his prestige and add punch
to his claims, an imaginary love affair with film star Letty Lythe was
conjured up for him. Complications unfortunately arose when Letty Lythe
herself turned up, on a whirlwind tour, and the situation became more
difficult still, not to say hilarious.

To save space and prevent odorous comparisons, we will not comment
on actors and actresses individually, but all played with skill and enthusiasm,
and Mr. Colley's set-up of the stage was excellent.

The hall was crowded with appreciative visitors, and a sum of over
£70 was collec'ed for various war purposes.
Dramatis Personae.

HENRY SIMMONS, a manufacturer

HARRIET SIMMONS, his wife
ETHEL SIMMONS, their daughter
CHESTER BINNEY, Simmons' partner
LETTY LYTHE, film star
DONALD SWIFT, motion picture director
ROGER SHIELDS, Ghicago blood
ANNIE, a maid
SADIE BLOOM
TAXI-DRIVER

Mr. G. M. ORAM

Mrs. ]. S. ATTLEE
Miss D. R. ERASER
Mr. P. MILNER
Mrs. ]. L. GAMBLE
Mr. C. O. MEDWORTH
Mr. V. L. CLEGG
Mrs. M. HUSSEY
Mrs. A. MILNER
Mr. G. NEL

A general practitioner is a man who knows less and less about more

and more until he knows nothing about everything. A specialist is a man

who knows more and more about less and less until he knows everything
about nothing.
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CHOIR.
The third term of the year was taken very quietly, by way of relaxa
tion from the hard work of the second term, and in preparation for the
harder work of the fourth term. Thereafter everything centred upon the
Carol Service.

Men,ion of this is made elsewhere.

Here it is sufficient

to say that its success confounded even our highest expectations. Reports
have come in from all over the country, from Cape Town to Pretoria, to
say what an exquisite musical treat we provided. That does not go to our
heads, for we worked very hard for it. Somelimes the songsters must
have grown weary of the constant repetition and search after perfection,
but the value of the service, for the singers, lay in the constant practice,
and for the listeners, in. the resultant perfection of the music. As Choir
master I should like to thank the Choir for the very hard work so willingly
put in, and trust they feel they have had their reward in the pleasure given
to others.

The following were in the Choir:—
Basses; Didcott, C. C.; Dixon, L. A.; Fielding, R. E. ).; Friday, R. W.;
Carbu.t, C. M.; Ives, I. I.; Jacobs, T. D.; Slayen, P. W.; Stein, G. H.;
Trentham, A. V.; Wilker, W.

Tenors: Carbutt, P. N.; Harrison, C. C.; Hill, C. D.; Forsyth, L. F.;
Kjonstad, D.
Lawson, M. G.; Lee, R. ].; McLeod, R. C.; Poole, M. J. R.;
Sandeman, E. ].; Slatter, G. R.; Wedderburn, G. H.; Woods, R. W ; Mr.
C. O. Medworth.

Altos: Ayres, ]. H. S.; Albertyn, H. L.; Foss, G. R.; McKenzie, T. M.;
Young, P. R.
Trebles: Anderson, E.; Baker, R. ].; Butterworth, ]. R. E.; Burrows,
]. R.; Coventry, R. A.; Clarkson, O. K.; Hey; jay, D. H.; Metcalf, P. E.;
Morgan, I. E.; Morrison, D. N.; Morrison, S. A.; Oliver, C. L.; Raw,
A. M. M.; Sandeman, I. M.; Shagam, B. B.; Trehearn, L. E.; Wauchope,
N. S.; Wilson, R. F. K.; Yuille, A. H.
J.F.R.

THE CAROL SERVICE.
A tribute by Rev. j. Wesley Allen.

Those who attended the crowded Central Church in West Street, or
(hose who listened in on Sunday evening, 3rd December, were privileged
to hear a very fine service. The music was rendered by a full choir of our
boys from Kearsney College, who for months had been practising under the
able leadership of Mr. J. F. Reece.

Great expectations were fulfilled for those who had heard the boys
in previous years. To others it was a new and beautiful experience. The
expressions of Joy and appreciation were many and varied.
One noted musician of Durban said: "What a joy it was to listen to

'those lovely carols sung by a choir of fifty boys ! Sung so beautifully, too !
The purity of boys' voices always, pleases, but on (his occasion we had,
in addition, a fine ensemble, a good attack, tone colour, and excellent
balance. Mr. Reece is to be congratulated on the high standard reached."
A dark cloud hung over the school that week. For those who knew,
it was music coming from hearts that were very full. Their bravery, and
thai of their conductor, whose wife was laid to rest that afternoon, moved
many to prayer.

Mr. G. M. Oram read with composure and dignity some passages
linking up the carols. The boys will long remember the address given by
their Headmaster, Mr. R. H. Matterson. The school is fortunate in having
masters of such calibre.

It is fitting that such a service should be the last for boys leaving
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the old school—vheir chums and surroundings—for they have something
to look back upon, and something to inspire them to continue along the
road into which they have been led.
J.W.A.

We have pleasure in reprinting the above very glowing tribute from

"The Methodist News," chiefly because it will prove to the hard-working
Choir that vheir energies were appreciated, and as an incentive to, perhaps,
a similar effort this coming year.
I should like to add that Mr. Oram treated the congregation to organ

voluntaries for half an hour prior to the service. Also, that concrete appre
ciation of the service is being shown by the large number of Chapel dona
tions which have come in, and are still coming in.
j.F.R.
PROGRAMME.

Hymn—" Oh come, all ye faithful."
Prayer.

Chorus—"Gloria in Excelsis" (Twelfth Mass) ...

Mozart

Lection: St. Luke I, vv 26-33.

Carol—" Gabriel's Message"
Carol—'i Sing Lullaby"

Basque
Basque

Lection: St. Luke II, vv 6-12..
Carol—" Born this day"

Basque

Carol—" Christ was born"

Traditional

Hymn—"While shepherds wa'^ched their flocks."
Lection: St. Matthew II, vv 1-2, 7-11.
Carol—" We Three Kings"
Song—" Nazareth "

Traditional
Gounod

ADDRESS.

Lection: St. Luke II, vv 25-32.
Carol—" Unto us is born a Son"

Piae Cantiones

Carol—" Coventry Carol"
Lection: Isaiah Llll, vv 1-6.
Carol—" Still the night"
Hymn—" Lord, dismiss us."

Traditional
Gruber

Benediction.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Films ;

Aug.

5th: ' The Monster and the Girl."

Behind the Eight Ball."
Sept. 2nd: 'The Mad Doctor of Market Street."
19th:

16th: 'The Parson of Panamint."
23rd:
Irene."
Oct.

14th: 'Laddie."

28th:
Nov. 1 1th:

'The Lady has Plans."
Look who's laughing."

25th: ' Aerial Gunner."
Dec.

2nd:
Cherokee Strip."
1 1th: ' Abraham Lincoln."

We "lad an

Mr. T. A. Blakeley, Headmaster of Stellawood School, gave us a recital of
Dickens' "Christmas Carol." Not only was this a prodigious feat of
memory, but by his change of voice and positioning Mr. Blakeley secured
the illusion that there were several people on the stage at once. Dividing
the recital into five parts, he kept us spellbound for nearly two hours, and

1

made Dickens alive, perhaps for the first time for some listeners.

While

he rested. Miss Eraser played two pianoforte selections, and a section of
the Choir sang carols.
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LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY.
Progiamme :
August 13th—Sharp Practice.

August 27th—Debate: "That co-operation in business is better than
competition." Motion lost, 21-23.

September 17th—Lectures: "Cold Mining," by Lawson; "Health and
Housing," by Wilker; " Hong-Kong," by Squibb.
September 24th—Debate: "That success in life is due more to good
management than to chance." Motion won, 21-12.
October 29th—Debate: "That the medical profession should be statecontrolled." Motion won, 26-12.
November 1 2th—Lecturettes.

November 26th—Lecture on "Penicillin," by P.O. R. Williams, and P.O.
K. Hume.

As a whole, the sessions this half year have not been inspired. Two
faults have become only too apparent: firstly the readiness of the back
benchers to leave the main debating vo a select few; secondly, the proneness of that select few to indulge over much in witticisms and trivialities
instead of tackling the questions thoughtfully.
Lectures were well delivered, and the lecturettes, made compulsory
for those silent ones who had never taken part in open debate, revealed
that the ability to speak is there, provided that the speaker will give
thought and care to his address. The final lecture, by visiting pharmacists
of a Hospital Ship, proved very interesting, and elicited a considerable
number of intelligent enquiries.

SAYINGS OF THE GREAT.
I care not.

1 think I shall have to appeal to my tickler if this talking goes on.
The man's mad, I know he is.
Have Mrs. Hencchsberg and Mrs. Stein quite finished their conversation ?
No bombs Or explosives now, eh ?
What's all this nonsense at the back there ?

'Straordinarily funny, isn't it ?
I know, that's just it.

I have been teaching for 40 years and you think you know more than I do.
Frothing at the mouth.
How's the enemy ?

Oh my dear donkeys.
Individual work, please.
So forth and so fifth.

I arsk you with tears in my voice.
A long neck is better than no trumps.
As much hope as a celluloid doll in a blast furnace.
It's the stick for the next boy who talks.
I insist on silence or else you are in for the high jump.
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RUGBY.

The short second half of the season was a fairly heavy one. As in
ihe first half we sustained one defeat only and so the season's record reads:
Played
Won
Lost
Points for
Against
12

10

2

150

61

This has been a wonderful season with a grand record to look back
on, but better than that, has been the high standard maintained throughout.
We have been outweighted in nearly every game, but the fighting qualities
of the pack have offset that disadvantage. The backs have been very safe,
reliable, and ai times brilliant. The side will always remember 1944.
Congratulations to the following for their awards for 1944;—
Hor*ours Caps: T. Calder (1943-44), ]. Davey, D. Damp, I. Ives, N.
Theunissen, C. Barnes, N. Walker, R, McLeod.
Colours: T. Calder (1942-43-44)^ J. Davey (1943-44), D. Damp
(1943-44), I. Ive- (1943-44), C. Gillies (1943-44), N. Walker
(1943-44), R. McLeod (1943-44), G. Barnes (1943-44), A. Trentham

(1943-44), N. Theunissen (1944), D. lones (1944), D. Jardine (1944),
R. Dale (1944), G. Hill (1944), Nieuwoudt (1944).
CHARACTERS OF THE RUGBY XV.
Dav&y, C, J. (Captain! (Scrum-half): On attack he varied, but improved tremendcusly
in the second term. His defence was at all times a tower cf strength to the
side. He made a quiet and unselfish leader and was always a good example.

Damp. D. (Vice-captain) (Centre) : Played consistently well the whole season and
would have -gone even further had he had just that e#jtra two yards cf pace.
Defence very sound, kicks and handles well and varies his attack.

Calder, T. (Forward): A consistently good forward in set and Icose, always going
hard. Deservedly secured his Nata? Schools Cap. Has been untiring in his play
throughout a very hard season.
Walker, N. (Forward): Has had a good season and is learning to use his weight and

height to very good advantage. Secured his Natal Schools Cap and played with
distincticn. Ought, with modesty, to go far.
ives, I. (Full-back): Probably the most improved player in the side, chiefly due to
constant perseverance.

His handling and kicking have always been most depend

able and his defence excellent.

A whole season cf good games was crowned with

a brilliant display In the final game.

Theunissen, N. (Wing): Proved to be the most consistent scoring factor. Has pace
and a deceptive run. Won his Natal Schools' Cap and gave a very polished
exhibition. Defence sound and is fast learning good anticipation cf movements.
Gillies, G. (Centre): Somewhat hampered at times by an injured knee. Has played
some very good games and has never let the side down.
Schools' side.

A reserve for the Natal

Must learn to kick with both feet.

Jones, D. (Wing): A hard, straight running wing just learning seme finesse.
sound. Keen, and with alertness will make good.

Defence

McLeod, R, (Fly-half): At times brilliant. Inclined to run across instead of straight.
Was unlucky not to secure his Schools' Cap. His speed has made it possible to

get the line going fast.

His kicking has been brilliant throughout the season,

and has materially helped at all times in our victories.

Barnes, T. (Forward); Improved as the season progressed and ended up one of the

best on the field, being hard-working and fearless.

Every game he played was

a good one.

Dale, A. (Forward): His lack of wcght handicapped him.

His hooking was fairly

consistent and in the Icose he worked hard.

Trentham, A. (Forward): At no time did he come up to the standard he set himself
last year.

Seemed to lack the dash expected from him.

Nieuwoudt (Forward): His first half was better than his second half, when he seemed
to lose some cf his determination and speed from the scrum.

Jardine, D. (Forward): A very much Improved player. Dribbles really well and has
become tenacious and at times plays with great dash. Shows really good promise.
Hill, G. (Forward): A hard-working forward. Lacks the essential pace for a good
No. 8, but has always tried hard.
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August 5th.

V. MARITZBURG COLLEGE.

Away.

Won 9—6.

Msritzburg College were first to score, as a result of a determined thrust by
their centra, Hall, who cut through and scorad near the posts, the kick hitting the
upright. Thev scored again from a penalty by Hall before the interval. Our team
seemed somewhat disjointed in the first half but combined much b2tter in the second
half.

McLeod cut out a perfect opening and reversed to Jardine who scored near

the post'^. McLeod converting.

Within striking distance now, the team redoubled

their efforts, Calder, Walker and Barnes of the forwards par.icular.y putting in
some heroic work. We attacked strongly but determined tackling kept us out. Then,

securing from a set scrum just cutside their '25, McLeod drcpped a perfect goal.
Thereafter we attacked continually but no further score resulted.

August 12th.

V. D.H.S.

Away.

Lost 5—1 1 .
It was not an interesting game. Both sides seemed to be too intent on seeing
the other did net get going. D.H.S. were, however, full value f:r their win because
they took their cppcrtunities and we did net live up to cur motto. Following a
mistake by Theunissen, Thompson went over, Ihen three players locked on while
Dcnalds'n scored an easy try from a loose rolling ball. The forwards swept dcwnfield
and Calder appeared from the ruck to score a most spectacular try in the corner.
McLeod converted with a lovely kick. We might have scored almost immediately
after, but McLeod knocked on when favourably placed. D.H.S. came through and were
over, but a last minute dive by Gillies saved a certain try. They were not to be
denied, h'wever, and their next score was sensational. McLecd cut through, but
when hemmed in lobbed a pass and Scames intercepted, reversed to Haynes whn ran
half the length of the field to score between the posts, Dunlop goaling. This proved
the end of the scoring. Ives played an outstanding game at full back, always being
in position and handling awkward kicks admirably.
V. ST. HENRY'S.
Won 17—6.

The game was spoilt by too many penalties against bcth sides. Theunissen was
well marked so it was Jcnes who went ever in the corner twice in the first half,
McLeod converting one of thesd with a fine kick. Marists then scored when Deane
ccnvcrfed a penalty. McLecd next converted a penalty from far out. Deane next
scored fr--:m another penalty and McLeod did likewise for us. We were winning the
linecuts but were cutscrummed, chiefly due to the fact that some forwards were not
doing their full amount ot pushing. Before the end, McLeod did the hat trick in
penalties and brought to an end a not very interesting game.

August 26th.

V. ST. CHARLES'.

Home.

Won 24—0.

Intense heat spoilt play. Calder started the scoring from a good forward move
ment. McLeod then scored from a penalty. Damp cut through and gave at the right
moment to Theunissen who dived over in the corner. Damp came through again,
kicked across, and Jardine won the race for the corner. Davey broke round the scrum
and gave Jmes a chance. Ho scored a splendid try, having very little room to move

in.

A really good forward movement started by Walker was held up, the ball was

kicked on to Theunissen who beat half the team before passing in for Barnes to barge

over; McLeod converted. Gillies cut across and reversed to Damp who steadied him
self and dropped a magnificent goal. The forwards played with much more vim but
were still inclined fn hang about instead' of getting into the loose scrum. Walker,
Barnes and Calder again played with plenty of fire and dash, while the three-quarters
showed more enterprise.

September 2nd.

V. GLENWOOD.

Durban.

Won 5—0.
This was a rousing game, full of incident on both sides. The three-quarters were

kept very busy, but tackling on both sides was too keen for gaps to be found. Once
Damp slipped through but his final pass to Theunissen was just a trifle too high.
Then Gienwood br-'ke through, but Theunissen came right across to save with a grand
tackle. Ives' play at times reached brilliance. He was called on repeatedly to save
and never once faltered, his one tackle of a speedy wing being outstanding.

The

tackling of our whole three-quarter line was most determined and correct and they
tried most things at least once. It was, however, on the forwards the main weight
fell.

The Glenwocd forwards played with plenty of fire and dash and we were hard

put to keep them at bay.

Davey, Calder, Walker, Barnes and at times Jardine, did

heroic work in all departments and to them must go most of the credit for subduing
the opponents. It was a grandly contested game from start to finish, the game

swinging from end to end of the field in almost breathtaking fashion. We had been
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attacking repeatedly and the f rwards swept dcwn, were checked near the pests, the
ball came out, there was a quick movement aLn-g the line and Theunissen was over
near the corner almost before one could realise what had happened. McLeod goakd
with a wonderful kick.

In the second half we secured a penalty well out and an excellent kick by

McLeod hit the upright and Glcnwcod were abie to clear.

Our centres used a high

kick fr.r attack, but it was usually a little tco far ahead to be dangerous.

Glenwood

were ccntinuaily on the defence but they tackled and held well.

It was a fitting end to a fine season's rugby.

OTHER RUGBY RESULTS.
2nd XV:
V. St. Charles, lost 0-3.

v. St. Charles', won 8-0.
v. Glcnwcod, won 15-8.

V. D.H.S., lost 0-12.

.. .

V. P.M.B. Technical, lost 0-9.

®c+

'

.

on

V. !t. Charles , won 9-0.

Under 15:
V. Maritzburg College, won 26-6.
V. D.H.S., won 25-8.
V. St. Henry's, won 29-5-

v. Highbury 1st, drew 6-6.
v. Highbury, 2nd, drew 3-3.
v. Highbury 3rd, lost 0-3.

ATHLETICS.

Sports' Day had to be postponed owing" to a week's rain, but this iime
we were able to inform people well in advance. The track was in perfect
condition on the day and the standard generally very high. Five new
records were created, McLeod's quarter and Ives' mile being outstanding
events. It is interesting io note that after the mile record had stood at
5-5 for 12 years, no less than 17 seconds have been knocked off it in the
last three !

A very large crowd of visitors were well entertained and it was a
most enjoyable and happy day.
Captain of Athletics: I. I. Ives.
RESULTS ;

75 yards, Under 13: 1, Oliver; 2, Wilson; 3, KItchin. Time: 10-3/10 sees.
75 yards, Under 14: 1, Coventry; 2, Mundell; 3, Pugh. Time: 9-7/10 sees.
100 yards. Under 13: 1, OiiveT; 2, Kitchin; 3, Wilson. Time: 13-3/10 sees.
100 yards, Under 14: 1, Coventry; 2, Mundell; 3, Isralls. Time: 12-4/5 sees.
100 yards. Under 15: 1, Brass; 2, Young; 3, Robertson. Time: 12-1/10 sees.
100 yards. Under 16-J-: 1, Friday; 2, McLavcrty; 3, Wedderburn. Time: l l-J- sees.
100 yards, Open: 1, McLeod; 2, Theunissen; 3, Gillies. Time: 10-4/5 sees.
220 yards. Under 13: 1, Kitchin; 2, Oliver; 3, Wilson. Time: 31 sees.
220 yards, UnderJ4: 1. Mundell; 2, Isralis; 3, Wocdhead. Time: 29 sees.

220 yards, Under 15: 1, Brass; 2, Robertson; 3, Wheelwright. Time; 27 sees.
220 yards. Under 16^: 1, Friday; 2, McLaverty; 3, Brown.

220 yards. Open: 1, McLecd; 2, Theunissen; 3, Gillies.

Time: 25-1/10 sees.

Time: 23-4/5 sees.

440 yards. Under 16-^: 1, Wedderburn; 2, McLaverty; 3, Zelier. Time: 55-4/5 sees.
440 yards. Open: 1, McLecd; 2, Gillies; 3, Dale.

Time: 52 sees. (Record'^.

880 yards, Under 13; I, Letcher; 2, Sandeman; 3, R. Bculton. Time: 2 min. 42 sees.
880 yards, Under 14: 1, Isralls; 2, Mundell; 3, Pottcw.
880 yards, Under 15: 1, Young; 2, Rapson; 3, Brass.

Time: 2 mins. 30 sees.

Time: 2 mins. 20 sees.

880 yards, Under 16-2-: 1, Wedderburn; 2, Nieuwcudt; 3, McLaverty.

Time: 2 mins.

14-3/5 cscs.

880 yards, Open: 1, Ives; 2, Simmonds; 3, Dale.

Time: 2 mins. 6-2/5 sees.

Mile, Under 15: 1, Ycung; 2, von Gorkum; 3, R. Taylor. Time: 5 mins. 19-3/5 sees.
Mile, Under 16-^: 1, Davy; 2, Van Aardt; 3, . Nleuwoudt. Time, 5 m'ns. 3 sees.
Mile, Open: 1, Ives; 2, Nleuwoudt; 3, Simmonds. Time: 4 mins. 48-2/5 sees. (Record).
Long Jump, Under 13: 1, Wilson; 2, Oliver; 3, Kitchin.

Distance: 13 ft. lO-J- ms.

Long Jump, Under 14: 1, Coventry; 2, Butterwcrth; 3, Isralls. Distance: 15 ft. 6 ins.
Long Jump, Under 15: 1, Ycung; 2, Cclepeper; 3, Rapson. Distance: 16 ft. 7-^ ins.
Long Jump, Under 16-J-: 1, McLaverty; 2, Walker; 3, Friday.

Long Jump, Open: 1, Theunissen; 2, Jones; 3, McLeod.

Distance: 19 ft. 1 in.

Distance; 20ft. Sins.

1 , Kitchin; 2, Wilson; 3, Kinloch. Height: 4 ft. 2 1ns.
High Jump, Under 14 1, Thorpe; 2, Melnzer; 3, isralls. Height: 4 ft. 51 ins.
High Jump, Under 15 1, Cclepeper; 2, P. Taylor and Wheelwright. Height: 4 ft. 6 ins.
High Jump, Under 161: 1, Davy; 2, Walker; 3, Fcss. Height: 5 ft. 2i ins. (Record),
Hi gh Jump, Under 13
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High Jump, Open; ], Jacobs and Jones; 3, Theunisson. Height: 5 ft. 31 ins.
Shot, Under 161: 1, Walker; 2, Friday; 3, Brass. Distance: 38ft. (Record).
Shot, Open: 1, Jacobs; 2, Theunissen; 3, Barnes.

Distance: 36 ft. 10 ins.

Discus, Under 15: 1, Brass; 2, Colepeper; 3, Rapscn. Distance: 72 ft. 6 ins.
Discus, Under 161: 1, Walker; 2. Friday; 3, van Aardt. Distance: 117 ft. 7 ins.
(Record).

Discus, Open: 1, Jacobs; 2, Jardine; 3, Cole.

Relay, Under 13:

Finningley.

Relay, Under 14:

Finningley.

Distance: 102 ft. 6 ins.

L. France Trophy, Under 161: Davy (mile).
Wcstcn Trophy, Under 15: Ycung (880).

Relay, Under 15: Finningley.
Relay, Under 161: Gillingham.
Relay, Open:
Gillingham.
Tug-o'-War: Gillingham.
Parents' Walk: Mrs. Hallam and Mr. Damp.
Hulett Trophy, Open: Ives (mile).

Pcnnefather Trcphy, Under 14: Mundeli
(220).

J. H. Hopkins Trophy, Under 13; Kitchin
(220).

0. Pearce Inter-House Trophy: Finningley,
791 pts. to 732 pts.

Our Annual Meeting with D.H.S. and G.H.S. was a most enjoyable one. We ware
heavily handicapped by the absence of most of our best athletes who were parficipating in the Band Competition in Durban. The two outstanding events in the Open
were Haynes' double in the 100 and 220. He wen bcth events by Inches. Theunissen
did a record Long Jump.
Results:

Brass 3rd in 100 yards, Under 15.
Theunissen 2nd in 1 00 yards, Under 161.

Theunissen 1st in Long Jump, Urdcr 161.

Groom 3rd in 220 yards, Under 14.

Isralls 2rd and Pottow 3rd in 880 yards.

(20 ft. 9 ins., Record).
Under 14.

Theunissen 2nd in 220 yards. Under 161.
Dale 3rd in 440 yards. Open.

Young 3rd in 880 yards, Under 1 5.

Weddirburn 3rd in 880 yards. Under 161.

Isralls 3rd in High Jump, Under 14.
Brass and Colepeper 3rd in High Jump,

SimTionds 3rd in 880 yards. Open.

Under 15.

Foss and Theunissen 2nd in High Jump,
Under 161.

Walker 2nd in Shot Putt, Open.
Walker 1st in Discus, Open.
Davy 2nd in Mile, Under 162-.

Athletic Colours for 1944 were awarded

to: I. Ives, R. McLeod, N. Theunissen,*

T. Jacobs, G. Gillies, N. Walker.

C.O.M.

CRICKET.
A great deal of wet weather has spoilt a lot of the games.
also been difficult to get the practice required.

It has

The side is strong in

batting but lacks bowlers who can keep a length.

Only T. Jacobs has

bowled with any fire. A left bander and a spin bowler are badly needed.
The fielding has been fairly steady.
Congratulations to P. jonsson, C. Gillies, and T. Jacobs on being
selected for the Coastal Schools v. Services side in Durban.

CRICKET XI CHARACTERS.

Ives, I. (Captain): Very hard-working and ccnscienticus.

His batting has improved,

fielding is very good, but bowling has not maintained the promise it showed.
Jonssan, P. (Vice-captain) : Very polished batsman with only one bad shot. Has kept
wicket well and has also bowled fairly well when we have lacked bowlers.
Gillies, G.: A very sound defensive opening bat who can score when once set. Lack
of determination in footwork will prevent his reaching the top flight. A safe
catch.

Jacobs, T.: Forceful batsman and good opening bowler.

Has fielded brilliantly and

has been a tower of strength to the side.

Davey, C. J.: Keen in the field and has played one particularly valuabli? Innings.
Left-hand batsman who hits the ball hard.

Stein. G.: Has steadily improved In batting and finished up well. Plays a good straight

bat, fields very keenly. His slow bowling has not fulfilled its earlier promise.

Friday, R.: As a stock bowler he lacks fighting quality and is easily discouraged. His
batting has improved.

Theunissen, N.: A very greatly improved batsman with a good style.
erratic and fielding fairly sound.
Jones, D.: Too defensive as an opening batsman.
he will make more runs.
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His bowling is

When he learns to use his shoulders

Jacobs^ W.?. Has been quite a sound bat but is slow in the field and between the
wickets.

McLeod, R.: Has a good eye but has net persevered with his batting.

His wicket-

keeping has been moderately successful.
Walker^ N.: Batting shews signs of improving; his bowling is rather wild without con
trol of direction.

Keen in the field.

Davy, v.: Has shown premise as a bowler and if he will concentrate on correctness
will be a mere than useful batsman.

AVERAGES.

Batting.
Inns.

N.O.

Highest

Total

Gillies, G. M. .

13

3

82

340

34

Jonsson. P. R.

Stein, G. H. . ,

10

48
75
63^

287
222
197
144

22.2
19.7

Davey, C. J. .
Ives, I. I. . . .
Jacobs, W. M.

10
11

2
2
0
3
1

65

Jacobs, T. D. .

12
12

45

156

17.3

3

22*

128

1
0
1

47

124

22
19

1 17
64

11

Theunissen, N.

12
11

Jones, D. H. .
Walker. N. . .

9

Average
28.7

18
16

11.3
#

10.6
7.6

Bowling.
0.

M.

Davy, V

52

9

Theunissen, N
Ives, I. I

48

9

84
133
104

11
23
26

Jacobs, T. D

. Friday, R
Also

7

for

bowled: Stein

R.
100
124
247
410
272

W.

Average

10

10

12

10.3
16.4

15
24
14

17.1
19

6 for 134, Jonsson 6 for 89, Gillies 6 for 90, Walker

162.

October 21st.

v. ST. HENRY'S.

Away.

Won by 98 runs.
Jonsson batted very sedately and quietly confidently.

Gillies mixed caution with

aggression. Jones, Jacobs, and Davey also batted attractively. Jacobs bowled with
plenty of sting and Ives with a gcod deal of variety. The fielding was only fair.
Kearsney: Jones, c Granger b Touhy 18; Walker, c Nicholson b Plaskett 3; Ives,
c Magnett b Touhy 7; Jacobs, b Touhy 15; Jonsson, c Granger b Capell 31; Stein,
c Touhy b Granger 0; Theunissen. Ibw b Granger 9; Gillies, not out 33; Davey, st Dean
b Capell 16; McLeod, c Granger b Capell 24; Friday c Luiz b Capell 2; extras 4.
Total 163.

St. Henry's: 65 (Jacobs 4 for 21, Walker 1 for 8, Ives 3 for 16, Friday 2 for 11).
November 4th.

V. D.H.S.

Home.

Drawn.

For a long period before lunch we were somewhat slow in scoring against an
accurate attack.

A little more enterprise at this stage would have given us more

time at the end.

Gillies and Jonsson batted patiently and correctly, while T. Jacobs

treated the tired bowling on its merits.

He also was the only bowler to bowl with

any real sting.

Kearsney: Jones, Ibw b Gcrdge 9; Theunissen, b McCubbin 2; W. Jacobs, b Moon
27; Gillies, not out 72; Jonsson, c Tayfield b Moon 42; T. Jacobs, c Hoyer b McCubbin
44; Davey, not out 15; extras 25. Total (for 5 wkts.) 236. Stein, Ives, Walker,
and Friday did net bat.
D.H.S.: 83 for 4 wickets (Jacobs 4 for 24).

November 11 th.

v. HILTON.

Away.

Rain stopped play.
We lost the toss and were sent in on a very sticky wicket.

r

a« '

W. Jacobs and

Jonsson, by very patient batting, kept together until lunch time when a thunderstorm

flooded the ground and play was abandoned.

Kearsney: D. Jones, c Middlebrcok b Edkins 1; Theunissen, c Smith b King 1;
W. Jacobs, not out 10; Gillies, c Addison b- King 9; Jonsson. not out 9; extras 7.
Total (for 3 wkts.) 37.
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November 18'h.

V. CLENWOOD.

Home.

Drawn.
After a slew start we got ahead cf the clock before lunch. Stein and Ives batted
attractively. Rain came early and put a premature stop to the game.

Kcarsney: Jones, b Price 16; Theunisssn, b Paradies 28; W. Jacobs, run out 2;
Stein^ st Acutt b Paradies 75; Ives, c Acutt b McLuckie 37; Davy, c Acutt b Martin
0; Davey, c Marcon b McLuckie C; Leather, b Paradies 1; McLeod, b Paradies 12;
Walker, not cut 16; Friday, net out 3; extras 10.

Total (for 9 wkts. declared) 208.

Glenwcod: 45 for 6 (Thcunissen 3' for 10, Davy 1 fcr 8, Friday 1 for 8, Stein
1 fcr 0).

November 28th.

v. ST. CHARLES'.

Home.

Won by 192 runs.
The batting was sound rather than brilliant and caution once again the keynote.

The bowling proved tcc strong fcr our opponents who were all cut ten minutes before
time.

Kears.ney: Gillies, c Weirick b Boys 82; Theunissen, b Steenkamp 47; W. Jacobs,
run out 17; Jcnssin, c Charmoy b Arde 34; T. Jacobs, not out 32; Ives, not out 8;
extras 14. Total (for 4 wkts. declared) 234. Davey, Davy, Stein, Jones, and Friday
did not bat.

St. Charles': 42 (T. Jacobs 5 fcr 1 1, V. Davy 5 fcr 9).

December 2nd.

MARITZBURC COLLEGE.

Home.

Lost by 7 wickets.
Cur fielding was uncertain and our bowling lacked any sting or accuracy.

Our

opponents thcroughly deserved their win.

Kearsney: Gillies, c Stirtcn b Rutherfoord 4; Theunissen, c Fletcher b Rutherfccrd 12; W. Jacobs, c Hall b Culverwell 14; Jcnsscn, b Culverwell 10; Stein, c and b
McGlew 18; T. Jacobs, b Rutherfoord 48; Ives, b Rutherfoord 19; Davey, b Ruther
foord 2; V. Davy, b Rutherfoord 6; Jcnrs. c Hall b Rutherfoord 7; Friday, not out 7;
extras 5.

Total 147.

(Rutherfoord 7 fcr 39).

Maritzburg College: 159 fcr 3 wickets (Davy 1 for 11, Theunissen 1 for 12,
Stein 1 fcr 7).

December 13th.

v. MICHAELHOUSE.

Old Fort.

Lost by 1 1 5 runs.
The side never rcecvered from Its early reverses, giving a poor display of batting.
Our opponents score at one stage read 55 runs, 7 wickets, last man 43, and then
we lost the grip and allowed them to recover and end end with a good score.
Kearsney: Gillies, Ibw b Henderson 8; Theunissen, Ibw b Henderson 1; Ives, run
out 9; Jonsson, Ibw b McBride 0; T. Jacobs, c Harsant b Henderson 17; Stein, b
McBride 8; Leather, Ibw b Henderson 0;' Davey, b Henderson 0; W. Jaccbs, c PriceMoor b Henderson 2; V. Davy, b Henderson 0; Friday, not out 0. Total 45.
Michaelhouse: 160 (Hart 65 not out, Price-Mccr 43. Jacobs 2 for 48, Theunissen
1 for 26, Davy 2 for 34, Ives 2 for 11, Gillies 2 for 10).

December 14th.

v. ST. CHARLES'.

Kingsmead Main.

'I

Won by 58 runs.
The batting was not sound excepting that of Ivea and Gillies who both played
good innings. The bowling and fielding was steady rather than brilliant. Playing
in his first game Foss showed gcod promise.
Kearsney: (billies, b Steenkamp 23; Thcunissen, b Boys 0; Stein, c Lavory b
Beckett 12; Jonsson, run out 9; Ives, b Farral 45; Jacobs, c A'Bear b Surgeson 18;
Leather, b Boys 4; v. Davy, c Beckett b Steenkamp 6; Walker, b Surgeson 3; Foss,
not out 17; Slatter, b Farrel 0; extras 10.

Total 148.

St. Charles': 90 (Beckett 31 not out, Jacobs 3 for 20, Theunissen 3 for 9,
Davy I fcr 14, Stein 3 for 42).
December 15th.

v. HILTON.

Kingsmead 2.

Lost by 5 wickets.
After an encouraging start the middle batting once again failed to consolidate
the position and the bowling lacked any sort of sting so that our opponents did not
have great difficulty in reaching our score.

Kearsney: Gillies, st McMillan b King 10; Theunissen, b Edkins 5; Stein, st

McMillan b King 19; Jonsson, Ibw b Addison 35; Ives, c McMillan b King 15; Jacobs,
c Levey b King 2; Leather, c McMillan b Addison 2; Foss, b King 0; Davy, c Booth
b King 2; Walker, not out 7; Davey, b Addison 0; extras 6. Total 103.
Hilton: 159 for 5 wickets (Middlebrook 53, Theunissen 4 for 31).
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OTHER RESULTS.
2nd XI:

V. St. Henry's.—Keersney: 129. St. Henry's: 1 17. Won by 12 runs.
V. St. Charles'.—Kearsney: 106. St, Charles': 65 (Walker 7 for 211. Won by
41 runs.

'

Colts:

^ V-2,StGarbutt
Henry's3Under
15.—Kearsney:
(Clarkscn 351. St. Henry's: 35 IShagam
4 for
for 8).
Won by 52 87
runs.

eo (Leather
,Y- DUH.S.7 Under
15.—kearsney:
142 8(Leather
61)Wen
and by
104102
(Slatter29).
D.H.S.:
52
for 18)
and 92 (Leather
fcr 29).
runs.
V. Glenwood Under 15.—Kearsney: 168 (Clarkson 44, Fcss 39). Glenwood: 62
(Shagam 3 for 12).

Won by 106 runs.

r.Mi
15.—Kearsney:
College: 128 (Slitter 4 fcr Under
6). Lost
bv 21 runs. 107 (Smith 6 for 241. Maritzburg
Juniors:

,1
183runs.
for 9 declared (Leafher 1 15). Cordwalles: 88
< LeatherC'^/dwalles.—Kearsney:
4 for 46). Wen by 95
V. Highbury 1st.—Kearsney: 43 and 61. Highbury: 171 fcr 5. Lost by innings
and 67 runs.

.

'

^

1st—Kearsney: 119 iClarkson 54 not cut, Cclepeper 35). High-

funs' "^l^rkson 5 for 16) and 62 (Ciarkson 7 for 19). Wen by innings and 20
9 wic^kets'^'^''"'^^
'■ Kearsney: 27 and 52. Lost by
7 wickets'®^''"'^^ 2nd.—Kearsney: 15 and 87. Highbury: 74 and 29 for 3. Lost by
.»/
Won

by"^iahbury
55 runs. 2nd.—Kearsney:

78 (Dyson 34) . Highbury: 33 (R. Taylor 3 for 8>
C-O.M.

r.3- fg. *8.

PRIZE LIST. DECEMBER, 1944.
Form I.—)st, Kitchin, E. N. C.; 2nd, Kinloch, J. G. R.
Form II.— 1st, Morrison, D. N.; 2nd, Maclean, G. F.; Progress Mun-

dell^ A. L.

'

Form NIB.— 1st, Pugh, D. M. W.; 2nd, Pottow, N. G.
Form IIIA.— 1st, Leisegang I. R.; 2nd, Metcalfe, P. E.; Industry

Taylor, R. A.; Progress, Groom, H. N.

Form IVC.— 1st, BrOwn, J. R. C.

.M.

G.

\yh.— Ist, Barker, D. W.; 2nd, Squibb, A. E.; Progress, Lawson,

^ ^ Form v.—1st, Chaplin, P. B.; 2nd, Forsyth, L. E.; Music, Isralls, M.
Form VI.—1st, Cevers, V. C.; 2nd, Harrison, G. C.; Industry, Cole,

E. G. and Lee, R. j.

«
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SWIMMING.
Mr. )ohn J. Crookes officially opened our Swimming Bath on Thursday,
16th November. The weather was no. at its best, but in spite of adverse
conditions there were nearly 200 parents and friends present to witness
the opening ceremony and the First Annual Gala.

The ceremony was a very simple one. Mr. W. ). Williams, the Chair
man of the Board of Governors, stated that the policy of the school was
to see spiritual, invellectual and physical development go side by side, and
that here everything was being done to give the boys every opportunity
along those lines, and the Swimming Bath was one more link in the chain.
We were privileged to have with us Mr. George May, S.A. Champion,
Miss M. Brewis, Natal Champion, and youthful B. Allaway, a promising
13-year-old Durban swimmer, to give demonstrations. These were much
enjoyed and much benefit derived therefrom.
Mrs. John Crookes kindly presented the Forsyth Trophy to Cillingham,

the winners of the beautiful Inter-house Trophy, very kindly presented to
the school by Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Forsyth.
Captain of Swimming: N. Theunissen.

Vice-captain: C. Gillies.

RESULTS OF THE GALA.
Open:

50 yards Free Style: 1, Gillies; 2, Theunissen; 3, Hill. Time: 28^ sees.
100 yards Free Style: 1, Gillies; 2, Hill; 3, Calder. Time: 71-3/5 sees.
200 yards Free Style: 1, von Gcrkom; 2, Hill; 3, Ayres. Time: 2 mins. 43-2/5 sees.
50 yards Back Stroke: 1, Hill; 2; Trentham; 3, Wilker. Time: 39-7/10 sees.
100 yffrds Breast Stroke: 1, Fielding; 2, Redgment; 3^ Hill. Time: 1 min. 36-3/5 sees.
Plunge; 1, Davey; 2, W. Jacobs; 3, Franklin. Distance: 40 ft.
Diving: 1, Cole; 2, Franklin; 3, Theunissen.
Relay: 1, Finnlngley.

Time: 81-2/5 sees.

Pyjama Race: 1, Theunissen; 2, Cole; 3, Trentham.
Under 161: :

50 yards Free Style: 1, Cowen; 2, Ayres; 3, McLaverty and VVills. Time: 29-9/10 sees.
100 yards Free Style: 1, Cowen; 2, Ayres; 3, Sandeman and Thorpe. Time: 73-2/10
sees.

50 yards Breast Stroke: 1, Sandeman; 2, Wills; 3, Oliver. Time: 36-4/5 sees.
50 yards Back Stroke: 1, Sandeman; 2, Cowen; 3, D. Grant. Time: 39-9/10 sees.
Diving: 1, D. Grant; 2, Cowen; 3, Wills.
Relay: 1. Gillingham.

Time: 80-4/5 sees.

Under 15:

50 yards Free Style: 1, von Gorkom; 2, Young; 3, Brass. Time: 29-4/5 sees.
100 yards Free Style: 1, von Gorkom; 2, Young; 3, Colepeper. Time: 71-4/5 sees.
50 yards Breast Stroke: 1, vcn Gcrkom; 2, Brass; 3, Young. Time: 43 sees.
Diving: 1, Young; 2, Jay; 3, R. Taylcr.
Relay: 1

Gillingham.

Time: 86-2/5 sees.

Under 14:

50 yards Free Style: 1, Isralls; 2, Meinzer; 3, Thorpe.

Time: 33 sees.

Diving: I, Isralls; 2, Thorpe; 3, J. A. Smith.
Relay: 1, Finningley.

Time: 93-3/5 sees.

House Points: Gillingham

2771 points.

Finningley

i 2411'points.
C.O.M.

Nothing raises the price of a blessing like its removal, whereas it
was its continuance which should have taught us its value.
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CADET CORPS.

The Annual Inspection was taken by L*-Col. Crewe-Browne who con

gratulated the various branches on a highly successful display. He said he
was able to take to the Fortress Commander an excellent report of the work
done in the Detachment. The student-officers and N.C.O.'s are to be
congratulated on the standard of efficiency attained. Nothing but the best
must be good enough for us.

The Ambulance display was smart and efficient. Our thanks to Sister

Attlee for the splendid work done, for her willing assistance and able
instruction.

The Signals form a new branch. In the July Courses at Clairwood,
Sgt. Harrison came first and Sgt. R. Lee third, both gaining their Crossed
Flags. Special mention was made of these two cadets by the O.C. Signals.

"These lads did everything possible to enhance their knowledge of Signals,
and considering that they had no previous instruction, their performance is
truly remarkable."

An exhibition of work wi'h Flags, Phones, Helios and Wireless was
given. We are fortuna.e in having Signals Instructors every week and our
equipment is all that could be desired. This branch may mean much in
shaping the destinies of boys in the future.

The Band was third at the Annual Band Competition, with 127-2" points,
7-2 points behind the winners. Quite unaccountably our turnout was marked
down. The members are vo be congratulated on a very fine showing. Quite
obviously they pleased the crowd very much, because they were given a
great ovation.

We were handicapped by the tact that we could secure no musical

instruction.

The Drum-Major, R. McLeod, deserves a special word of

praise, for a very good year's work and for gaining top marks for smartness

and bearing on parade. 2/Lt. (S.O.) I. I. Ives, as Adjutant, has worked
very hard throughout the year. To his efficiency we owe a real debt of

thanks. To Mr. Colley, also, a word of ihanks for his willing help at all
limes with broken instruments, and last-minute repairs and improvisations.

The Colley Drum was won by R. Friday. The Nasmith Bugle was
won by G. Hill.

The ShC'Oting has reached new heights. A marked improvement is
evidenced in the result of the Imperial Challenge Shield. Of the nine
teams participating, six gained efficiency and the Corps has gained Mass
Efficiency with an average of 78.945%. Three marksmen and eleven 1st
Class Shots gained distinctions,

Inter-House Competition for the Derek Robbins Trophy was won
by Cillingham by 1469 points to 1396 points. The respective scores were:
Under 14: Cillingham, 290; Finningley, 228.
Under 15: Cillingham, 302; Finningley, 316.
Under 16-1: Cillingham, 298; Finningley, 325.
Open:
Cillingham, 554; Finningley, 504.
A donor who wishes to remain anonymous gave a spoon to the winner

of each Division: Under 14, B. Isralls; Under 15, Todd; Under 16-1 PooleOpen, Davey and Cillies ('led).

'

'

The results of July Courses are:—

Mortar: Lloyd 1st, Whiteley and Friday 35th, out of 46
V.M.C.: Forsyth 1st (with full marks). Hall 42nd, Dixon, Sandeman
and Pennefather 56th, out of 126.
Bren: Stark 36th out of 142.
junior P.T.: Didcott 8th out of 47.

Senior P.T.: R. McLeod 3rd out of 23. He also won a boxing final.
C.O.M.
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LOOKING BACK.
1931—First Term.

Big addllions have been made to the showers and changing rooms,

supplying a long-felt need. For this we have to thank our old friend,
Mr. W. A. Hulevt.

On February I I th, at about 4.30 a.m.. Beauty the Buck was seized
by four Kaffir dogs. Her cries awoke the light sleepers of the senior
dormitory, who dashed off at once to her aid. She was grievously
wounded in the side, but has now almost recovered. The dogs were traced
to a kraal and shot.

The beginning of 1931 has seen the birth of the Literary and Debaving
Society. Its objects are defined in the constitution; firstly, "To train
members to express, themselves clearly and confidently in public speaking;

secondly, "To broaden their outlook by arranging debates, lectures and
discussions on various subjects, particularly on those of local and national
importance." President, The Headmaster. Vice-President, Mr. Oram.

Secre'^ary and Treasurer, A. B, Theunissen. Committee, the above together
with K. Balcomb, A. 0. Crook, A M. Foss, ). Hopkins, and E. Smith.
Cricket.

Kearsney 70 (Mr. Medworth 27); Umhiali 121 (Mr. Medworth
6 for 27).

Kearsney 36 and 69 (Peppier 25); D.H.S. 126 for 4.
Kearsney 49; Tech 181 for 7.

Kearsney 57 (Mr. Reece 33) ano' 49 for 7; Stanger 82 and 48 (Mr.
Reece 5 for 81.

Kearsney 70 for 3 (Peppier 24 retired); Marists 38 (Balcomb 4 for 7).
Kearsney 145 for 7 (Mr. Medworth 51 not out, Mr. Reece 35);
Stanger District 139 (Balcomb 6 for 44).
1931—Second Term.

Work has begun on the extension of the Preparatory building, to pro
vide accommodation there for forty boys. A tower to take four 1,000
gallon water tanks has been built behind the garage to supplement our
bore-hole water supply, and laundry and prep house showers will draw
from this source.

A noteworthy innovation this quarter has been the holding of Sunday
evening services in the Chapel instead of in the Hall. It is felt that the
change has been greatly appreciated and that the school will be the better
for being brought into contact with the atmosphere of an evening service
held in the place dedicated to the worship of Cod. The services are con
ducted by the Staff, two acting together at a time.
The production of "Charley's Aunt" on June 30th was a triumphant
success and has added still further to the reputation of the School's Annual

Play. A record audience packed the Hall not only to the doors but to the
windows as well, and the actors rose to the occasion magnificeritly. The
humour of the farce, ihe antics of Putterill as the mock aunt, and the
prettiness of the girls (O! the grace and coyness of Crook Major as the real
aunt!), combined to hold the enthusiasm of the audience from beginning
to end.

Saturday, June 13th, will long be a memorable day in the history of
the School Rugby, for on that afternoon an "Old Crocks" team visited
the College, and the School XV was privileged to meet on the field of
battle some of those whose names are still household words in South
African and Natal rugby.
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Rugger.

D.H.S. 2nd XV, 12-12.
Tech. 2nd XV, 12-19.
Wanderers Under 20, 3-18.

Stanger (Stewart Shield), 17- 3 (assisted by Staff)
Old Boys, 3-22.
Old Crocks, 14-18.

m

OUR VALLEY.'

Here is beauty manifest.
Hills in radiant verdure drest;

Colours slipt from heaven's floor.
Mysterious, delicate, azure—
Grandeur of the rugged peak.
Boulders flung in careless heap.
Sheltering gentleness of dale.
Elfin flowers there prevail.
Vale of ever-changing grace.
E'en when mists obscure thy face.
And scudding rain, and sudden chills.
Mar the splendour of thy hills—
Native's jealous mood expressed—

'Gainst such beauty manifest I
Anon.
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OLD BOYS' NEWS.

KILLED.

Lt. B. J. Eaton (35-37), S.A.A.F.
MISSING.

Lt. J. R. Lund (36-40), R.A.F., in Northern Italy.
Lt. A. Munio (34-38), S.A.A.F., over Warsaw.
PRISONER OF WAR.

W/Cp. N. Swale (37-39), S.A.A.F.
WOUNDED.

Slg. |. D. Allsopp (39-42), Tpr. L. N. W. Hume (39-42), SIg. L.. P.
Jackson (36-42), Cpl. |. D. Raw (28-37).
AWARD.

Squadron Leader H. E. Hopkins, D.F.C. (24-27): Air Force Cross.
REPATRIATED.

J. A. Chick (33-38), from Switzerland.
K. H. Sanders (25-26), from Switzerland.'
j. V. Wood (35-37), from .Switzerland.
MARRIAGES.

Cpl. D. G. Hudson (36-38), Tpr. R. C. Richards (26-33), J. O. N.
Schofield (31-34), Major A. B. Theunissen (29-31 ), Cpl. W. L. S. Robin
son (31 -37).
BIRTH.

L. T. Polkinghorne (21-25), a daughter.
The Editor of the Magazine gratefully acknowledges an offer of £10
per annum from J. D. and A. E. Raw to cover cost of inserting photographs
when convenient.

Lt. j. H. Hopkins (26-33) complained, like most, of the flies attacking
in great strength. He had a spell of leave in Palestine and Syria before
returning for further courses in the deser't. He is now Div. R.E. Education
Officer in Palestine, besides having a platoon to look after.
Squadron Leader H. E. Hopkins, D.F.C., A.F.C. (24-27), in spite of
protesis and excuses (old age, etc.) was persuaded to represent South Africa
(R.A.F.) against Barts. Hospital, and, on the strength of that display,
was chosen to play against Australia at Murrayfield, on October 28th. Not
so old as he made out !

Sig. L. P. Jackson (36-42) received a column in the press, through his
courage in carrying his radio apparatus across bullet-swept ground, and in
spite of being wounded in the foot insisted in radio-ing his and the enemy's
position from the shelter of a farm house.
Gnr. R. le Grove Smith (36-42) had a year on medical work at N.U.C.
before joining up, and is now with the Artillery somewhere in Italy.
L. A. Jordan (37-40) is travelling for Vassett & Johnson, Pharma
ceutists, Johannesburg. His main complaint is that he has to travel by
train. He is expecting shortly to have to take over the depot.
Dr. J. B. King (29-36), after six months in general work at King
Edward VI I I Hospital, Congella, has spent the last six months practising
with his father. Most of the work being surgical, he is certainly seeing
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life.

He will be joining up in mid-January and expects to go north soon,

while his doctor-wife will engage in practice in Kenya.
W.O. II D. C. Kelly (39-41) looked in at the school while on leave

in October.

He had taken part in 80 operational raids in 10 months, a

very severe strain on his physical and nervous system, and his leave was
much needed. He took part in the flight on which N. Swale was forced
to bale out.

D. Benlngfield (41-42) apparently has operatic as well as medical
aspirations. He took part in "Carmen," at Cape Town—not, we confess,
a very conspicuous part! But even oak trees have small beginnings. He
is very eager to join up.

Sig. O. E. Knaggs (41 -42) operates the key telephone in Major A. B.

Theunissen's Div. H.Q., and keeps in touch with a lot of Old Boys.
Major A. M. Foss (27-33) has obtained his majority, and is still very
happy with the "Scotties."
Capt. E. R. Burnett (27-35) is now in London.

Lt. L. E. Howells (26-27) has had 4-2- years in the army. He signed
on as a sapper, and, passing through all the ranks, was commissioned about

2-Jr years ago. He was up north for one year. Writing from Pretoria in
September, he was expecting to go north again soon.
Dr. K. W. Dyer (31-36) is in practice wilh his father in Durban.
He was called upon to make a last minute attempt to save the life of Mrs.
Reece, but his efforts were in vain.

W/0. A. Askew (34-36) finds that his rank as Sergeant Major pro
vides most of the privileges and few of the responsibilities of a commis
sioned officer. He is at the Central Flying School, Bloemfontein—the
"University of Flying "—where he is teaching people to teach.
Sgt. D. L. Blake (36-42) has practically finished his course at Port

Alfred. He has found it interesting, and enjoyed his flying experience,
as well as the Browning, Turreis, Sea Rescue, and drogue shooting.
D. Crankshaw (42) has joined up and was last heard of at Potch.

D. Ciockes (40-43) has left his studies at P.M.B. and is working on
the sugar farm at Renishaw.

J. A. Chick (33-38) has been a lucky one to be repatriated from
Switzerland, where he had a very good time. We saw him soon after his

arrival, and found him very fit. Among other things he says that the paper
published in Switzerland for English-speaking escapees contained the state
ment,"Kearsney College has turned out the best schoolboy rugby in Natal
this season."

A/P. J. Couper (41 -42) is at Roberts Heights, but has spent most
olj his time doing P.T., sometimes as much as eight hours a day. He was
in hospital for a while, and had to be transferred from an instructor's
course to a convalescent one.

H. C. Corbishley (36-41) took French leave of the Durban Corporation
and joined the Transvaal Scottish (R.D.L.I.). Training included use of the

Mortar, Bren, and Sten. However, at the last moment he was discovered,
and has had to return to his old job.

B. J. Duranty (42-43) had eight months dairy farming at Mooi River,

and has now gone to Highflats, where he is engaged more in beef-farming
and agriculture.

D. H. Cilliat (31 -35) has been appointed secretary of his Lodge in the
S.O.E.

J. S. Jensen (41-42) has come through his second year medical at
Wits, with firsts and seconds. As a Yank, he feels there is still a pos
sibility of his being called back to U.S.A.

Lt. C. O. Kirk (27-29) is in Egypt in the U.D.F. Adm. H.Q., where
he has been for over a year. He has not seen his son, born last April.
Lt. E. H. Lowe (35-41) is with 21 Squadron, S.A.A.F., and has been
kept very busy.
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Li-. R. Mark (32-40) is still suffering severely from his air-crash
injury received a year ago. He is back in hospital in Johannesburg, where
further operations to his knee have been necessary, involving blood trans
fusions. He has been in continuous pain, and is very depressed about it all.
The knee remains septic, and more operations appear to be pending.
Sgt. W. S. Mitchell (25-31 ), S.A.M.C., has left Oribi and is at Roberts
Heights. He thinks probably he will not be leaving the Union again.
When the war is over, Mitchell still has aspirations of joining the ministry.
On the other hand, Hepworth's, P.M.B., will be glad to have him back, too.
Capf. A. R. W. Metcalf (33-38) is stationed at Cermiston, doing the
shuttle run from the Union to the North. The job is interesting, but tiring.
R. Putterill (37-39) has been released from the civil service, and when
last heard of was at Potch., awaiting a draft to the north. He had hoped
for an air trip, but was unlucky.
Sgt. N. C. C. Poole (32-36) appears to have been taking advanced
courses of such secrecy that we don't know anything about them. He is
battling to go north again, but C.H.Q. want him in the Union for some
thing special. All very vague I
Capt. M. Poole (24-25), A.R.I.B.A., has been directorate of works
at C.H.Q. for some time. He is in the hospital section, and it has been
his job to design all the military hospitals for the U.D.F. and U.K. through
out the U.nion. The policy of Defence building does not leave much scope
for architectural expression, but it has kept him up to date professionally.
Poole is also organist and choirmaster at the Central Methodist Church,
Pretoria.

S/Sgf. K. Piper (32-37) and his brother, R. A. Piper (23-25), are
donating two chairs and a reading desk to the forthcoming Memorial
Chapel, in memory of their late father.
Sgf. T. H. Radford (22-24) still has his address as Cyprus, but has
done a lot of work in Italy. He has been with Indian troops, and finds
them splendid to work with
Now he is engaged in medical work—
dressing wounds before sending the men on—but does not care for it.
P. Turner (37-43) is studying for his Matric under private tuition at
Ermelo, under a blind tutor. Some months ago, while riding a tandem with
his tutor, he had a bad crash. He was in the operating theatre for three
hours, and emerged minus four teeth, dug out of his cheek, with a
splintered upper jaw, 15 stitches in his right knee, and 6 in his left elbow.
In spite of all, he is back at work again, and optimistic.
j. L. B. Taylor (42-43) is with Telegraphs, P.M.B.
Cpl. C. W. Theunissen (32-36) has returned after 31- years service,
where he served at Alamein, in Tunisia, Palestine, and Italy. The nett
result is that he has broken down in health, and had 10 weeks in hospital
in Rome. On his return he had to go to Springfield hospital for a while,
but has now been discharged.

K. Theunissen (34-37) has finished his Air Conner's Course, and is
waiting to be sent north.
B. J. Woods (40-43) has successfully completed his first year at
N.U.C., without trying to set the Thames on fire. His studies have largely
centred around his Maths and Classics.

He has taken an active part in

S.C.A. work, in which the men folk are rather heavily outnumbered I
V. G. Dicks (30-33) damaged his back at Alamein, and is now dis
charged, after 3-1- years up north. He has married and is now on his own
farm at Bergville.

We have learned how Lf. D. Sparks (23-24) (now discharged)
obtained his B.E.M. - Briefly—The Italians had constructed a huge cable-

way, 750 yards in length, from cliff to cliff across the Blue Nile.

This

consisted of a central power line and two supporting cables. On retreating,
they cut the central cable, and, with the Nile in flood, this meant a detour
of 350 miles for our men. Sparks invented a grab-crane, which fastened
on to one side-cable and could be levered along. Fastened to this, he
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worked his way across the gorge, taking the power line with him. At its
lowest point the cable stood 350 feet above the Nile He expected to be
up aloft for two days, but managed to complete the whole job in six hours.
His task was made especially hazardous by the fact that no one knew to
what extent the Itis had damaged the side cables.
R. A. Piper (23-25) works twelve hours a day with )ames Brown,
Engineers, Durban, and then often spends four further hours in D. Sparks'
workshops making toys.
A/M. K. N. Rock (34-39) has been home on leave since October.

R. |. Crawford (28-33) is kept very lousy as housemaster at Lusaka
School Hostel. Further duties are pending, as the finances are to be placed
in his hands, too.
F. R. Chick (37-41 ) gained a second prize at the Eisteddfod for bari
tone solo singing.

I. A. Clarkson (40-43) has comple'^ed a year of his degree course at
Rhodes, and has now joined up with te Artillery.
A/M. L. W. E. Dyson (40-43) has completed a year's training as
rear-gunner.

We spotted) the figure of Lt. R. H. Theunissen (29-37) in an R.A.F.
group photographed in London.

A. T. Winship (23-24) has, we understand, bought 25 acres of pro
perty on the Umgeni Dam road, and is hoping to go in for fruit and vege
table farming.
Capt. J. L. Good (31 -35), S.A.A.F., is home on six weeks leave, which
he is spending partly in Johannesburg and partly on a farm.
B. C. R. Tedder (25-27) has had a hard time with his three children

ill with whooping cough. The cane season being ended, he is taking a
well-earned holiday.
E. M. Perry (37-42) is now in Italy with the R.D.L.I .
Lf. E. C. Smith (27-34) is with the 7/23 Med. Regl., S.A.A.
E. G. L. Ayres (41-43) and C. D. Nathan (40-43) are )n Italy with
the Botha Regiment.

A. J. Boorman (40-43) has been released by his firm and has joined
the S.A.E.C.

OLD BOYS' LETTERS.

Gnr. N. Baker (40-42). We spent the first few days of our leave
sight-seeing, the first day at St. Peter's and the Vatican, where we were
given an audience with the Pope. A day and a half covered the Colosseum
and other lesser places. Then bioscopes and concerts and endeavours at
shopping in shops full of emptiness, and a continuous hunt for food. We
wen!" to two operas and a ballet, Aida, Pagliacci, and Coppelia. It is now
raining steadily and we are billeted at an Italian house for two days.
Sig.' D. Beckett (34-42).

I have seen a lot of the countries round

the Med. In Cyprus I tasted some of the most delicious grapes I have ever
eaten. We visited Tripoli in Syria and went up as far as Turkish waters.

We had a hand in the relief of Greece. There was no opposition except
for mine-fields. The plight of the people is really pitiful. There is a
great deal of evidence of German brutality, especially among the children,
many of whom are disabled for life. The Parthenon, floodlit at night, is a
sight not to be missed.

Q.M.S. G. G. Booth (27-34). Our squadron has been in Italy about
three months and it has been a welcome change from the desert of Egypt.
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I tried on one occasion to converse with a University Professor in Latin.,
He, of course, was quite fluent but I'm afraid I had to work my contribu
tion out rather unsuccessfully on paper. I'm afraid I was no credit to your
leaching .' I want to pay tribute to the wonderful performance of the

Choir in the Carol Service, which 1 believe was magnificent. I feel very
proud of this and as an old boy would like to thank you for what must
have been a supreme effort at a most unhappy time.
S/Sgt. J. Bertram (26-32) (Prisoner of War). All well here. Mail
and parcels arrive regularly. Have seen Tim Jackson and Tom Collins—
both O.K.— also Morris Christie. Spend most of the days reading (Wild
Wests to History). Am taking no part in sport at present, but am walking
a good deal.
Gnr. C. ). Ber-lngfieid (40-41). My battery went into the line almost
as soon as we landed in Italy, and as our work is very mobile it is not easy

to write. At present we ar^ bogged down by rain. Jerry is very short of
planes, so our ack-ack work is safe and boring.

2/Lt. J. W. Clayton (33-41).

After a conversion course to twin-

engined kites I flew north. It was quite a change to sit in a plane and
not have to worry about the whys and wherefores of flying it. We ended

where most people in the U.D.F. end—Cairo. We were there only a week
before being pushed off to O.T.U.
Tpr. A. H. Doldge (40-41 ). The rain has come down in torrents,
and, with it, the cold. It is a matter of interest how we South Africans
will stand up to the snow and ice. I, for one, will just turn into an icicle
and die. I am still in the clutches of the medical officers and spend the
whole day doing exercises. Then I flop on my bed feeling like a gangling
piece of protoplasm. Rome is a clean city and the women are very beauti
ful. There is a saying that any plain woman getting off the train at the
central station is sent back to where she came from.

Pte. F. R. C. Groom (37-40). I have just returned from four days
leave in Florence. We averaged two E.N.S.A. shows a day, quite a pleasant
change from the "boombangs." I am writing by a dim light in a log
cabin for four of us. We have our four beds (a frame with ammo belts
interlaced) and a fire blazing away (a real Cod-send, as it really gets nippy
these days). I am seeing quite a lot of life—seen our planes strafing Jerry
to blazes. The R.D.L.I, was complimented by the Brig, the other day, so
our chief will be pleased.
Pte. L. N. W. Hume (39-42).

I got two bits of shrapnel behind the
head, but the shock was the worst. The shell landed about ten yards
behind me and luckily most of the shrapnel passed over my head and hit

a tree in front of me.

Within an hour I was miles from the front: line:

a great rel ief, as I was getting tired of ducking and dodging, and had been
running as fast as my legs could carry me. They gave me a local in the
hospital and next morning I was up and helping about the ward. Have

been suffering from headaches but it has been a good rest and I'm hoping
to go back to the regiment soon.

A/B. H. F. Ivory (39-42). We have been doing a lot of sea-time
lately, most of it up Mombasa way, escorting convoys and chasing down
subs. Our ship is an Asdic or Anti-submarine ship and is made specially
for this purpose. Now eleven of us have been taken off the ship and told
that we have been selected to go to Scotland to fetch S.A.'s first frigate,
with 120 others. I am writing this at sea off Cape Town, and it will be
taken ashore by a merchant seaman, as we are not allowed ashore again.
We are on an ex-luxury liner
Lt. W. F. C.|ex (24-26). News from the Shetlands. Does this con
stitute a record for the farthest flung ? Actually we go a good deal further
sometimes. This is hardly an entertaining spot, for there's not a tree or
a flower in the place and our only companions are sheep and seagulls.
There is no soil in the ordinary sense, only squelchy peat, which the rain
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which I had recently reinforced with a strong cover, and then it penetrated
into me, I was kept in a field hospital for a bit and then flown vo Naples.
A specialist had me right in a few days, but they have left the shrapnel
inside somewhere. I don't remember much about things. Spent 3 I days
in hospital, 10 days in convalescent camp, and then managed to rejoin my
regiment. We're on the move again, for Berlin. Now I am in hospital
again, with yellow jaundice, and nice nurses—a lead-swinger's dream. I
don't feel at all ill, am feeding luxuriously, and missing all the rain and
snow. My lucky star still at work.
Sgt. A. E. Raw (28-38). We are settling down to face the Italian
winter, and it is bitterly cold. I spent a month in transit, a few days
afloat, a few more days at base, and then to this new A.M.t.S. of ours. I
am off the beaten track, but with a Yank squadron, and thanks to their
generosity we see three films a week. The Yanks get everything of the

best. There is no doubt about our air supremacy. The Jerry planes come
no nearer than the front lines, and the lanes are full of our transports.
We are billeted on a Count's estate and I find my Latin a great boon.
Wish I knew more of it.

Lt. A. N. Stockil (32-36). I am writing from a field hospital where
I am supposed to be suffering from malaria and yellow jaundice. The
former is somewhat doubtful, but there is no mistaking the latter com
plaint. I look like a Jap, revol iingly yellow from head to foot: getting
ready for the Burma campaign. Camouflage and all that. The exploits
of the school rugger side are a continual source of pride to us and help no
end when friendly arguments arise as to the relative merits of the Natal

schools. Last week I spent a couple of days in Rome with a S.A.A.F. rugby
team. We went there to play in a series of trial matches being held to
choose a South African team to play the Kiwis. I played one game against
an Italian Rome team. They played surprisingly well, but they get terribly
excited, remonstrate with each other, their opponents and the ref., and
chatter and gesticulate throughout the game.

Major A. B. Theunlssen (29-31). I flew over to Italy in early March,
preceding the advance of the Div. by a few weeks.

These weeks were

spent studying (he local conditions, which meant tramping the snow at

Cassino. General Alexander soon committed us, and we passed through
Rome as the spearhead of the Allied drive on Florence.

The Div. lead the

advance all the way. I; was a hard fight, against good troops in perfect
delaying positions. But it was amazing where our tanks managed to get.
My position has ensured an interesting and at times hectic existence. We

(the General and myself) usually cover the divisional front once a day. If
anything is happening, you may be sure the General is on the spot, seeing
for himself, no matter how bad the weather, or how fierce the enemy
opposition. I have also met, on rather more than nodding acquaintance,
many of the leaders of *he armies in Italy: Generals Alexander, Oliver
Leese, Mark Clark, Field Marshal Smuts, the King (merely a brief nod !),
"the late Deneys Reitz, Mr. Hofmeyr. It would seem that all roads do, in
fact, lead to Rome, and some distance north of it.

I flew to Cairo on

August 20th, and seized the opportunity to get married on the 23rd, to
Major Monica Smith, who commands all S.A. W.A A.F.'s in the Middle

East and Italy. She was given away by Major General F. H. Theron.

A

hectic week I

Sig. B. Tlieunissen (38-42). Was on leave a lic.le time ago, in Rome,
with Jackson.

We visited the places of interest, and would have liked

more time, especially at St. Peter's. We went into the Sistine Chapel,
where we had audience with the Pope. We met a number of Old Boys—Nisbet, Hume, Hopkins, and Smith.

Cpl. O. T. S. Tedder (31-36). I've been in Italy for seven months
now, and the weather is turning cold. During my stay in Rome, I saw the
main sights, of course, notably St. Peter's, which my pen quite fails to

describe. I also paid a visit to the graves of Shelley and Keats, the Cata
combs, the Colosseum, and to several other churches. On the lighter side,
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keeps that way. Saw an Old Boy on the mainland the other day—Lee,
of Zululand.

Sig. C. E. Knaggs (41-42). I have palled up to a livtle Italian boy,
who brings me a bottle of fresh milk, tomatoes, and peaches, every day.
These transactions are rather amusing, as some of these locals have' been

spoilt. They refuse money and ask for cigarettes and sweets Instead. One
of them refused "C to C" and demanded "Springboks."

Needless

to say, we told him to "via." After the war many people are going to
speak about Italy,, and you'll find vhat most of the conversation will dwell
on the poverty of the peasants, and the pathetic indffference with which
they treated the war.

Cpl. L. D. Lee (36-40). At last we have left the western desert and
are in Italy. Bari was the first Italian town we had time to see. During
our few days there we learned a little Italian and tasted some of their wine,
then we had to leave for our presen-. spot. All my old pals have now gone

home on leave, and I feel a bit downhearted. (Lee has since had leave,
and been in to see us. He saw N. Swale just before he set out on the air
mission in which he was reported missing, and later P.O.W.)
A/B. P. Lee (36-41). After serving for a year as close range gunnery
rate on the "Birmingham," 1 was given a similar job on the "Ceres."
Nine months later 1 found myself in U.K. in winter time, and have never
felt so cold in all my life. I was glad vo get south again and was given
no less than seven days leave. Had four months in camp, and then was
drafted to my resent ship, the " Manchester City," which is a controlled

mining ship. I have been playing rugger for my ships' 1st XV's, and so am
keeping pretty fit.
2/Lt. A. P. Lowe (32-38).

1 can't give you much news, I'm afraid.

Bumped into Tony Chick a day or two ago while watching rugby. He had
just got over from Switzerland and was looking very fit. In my old com
pany, Rex Burnett was my adjutant. I didn't like saluting him at first I
He is in England now, lucky man. Tom Wyatt-Minter is svill on his band
work, and doing a very smart job.
Tpr. R. Loader (40-42). I managed to have a week's leave in
Palestine, and saw the whole of the Holy City, Haifa, and Tel-Aviv. Italy
is a nice country but the towns, except for Rome, have been ruined by
war. We are miles further north now,»and at every town we enter, people
line the streets and cheer us as we go through, and give us horrible wine
which I can't drink.

We first went into action near the Custav line, and

the barrage laid down was grand to watch. I wouldn't have liked to be at
the other end though.

Sgt. W. K. Putterill (33-34). The first sight of Italy, after Egypt,
was really stunning. It wasn't long before we were in the thick of things
again and our re-initiation took place on the flank of Cassino. The
monastery was plainly visible—too much so, as the Hun was in a position
to observe our movements. The people in Rome were well dressed and
seemed pleased to see us. They were lavish in their distribution of flowers
and wine, but invariably* held out the other hand for cigarettes or choco
lates. The standard of education improves the further north we go. We
are having bitterly cold weather, with worse to come.
Cpl. ). D. Raw (28-37). (Raw's letters would fill a magazine; we
can only give a short selection.—Ed.). We were in sight of Florence and
for two days our bit of ground was heavily pounded. The ground was
broken and we couldn't deploy; the enemy could see everything we were
doing and had lots of guns to see that we didn't do it. Fighting was pretty
fierce and eventually our battalion beat everyone else into Florence by a
very short head. I wish I had been there, but just a few days earlier a shell
landed rather close to me and that was that. We had a jerry prisoner with
us at the time, and he got hit with the same shell—perhaps that is some
consolation. A piece hit my breast pocket, sailed through my paybook,
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1 saw my first opera, "The Barber of Seville," all In Italian, to a ballet,
and to^ two E.N.S.A. shows and two bios. It was an enjoyable stay.
Sig. J. B, Trentham (39-43). I am now a first-class Trained Operator
on the Flagship of the Minesweeping Flotilla and work in conjunction with

the Senior Officer. The signals course lasted four and a half months,
during which time I had to learn to send and read semaphore at twenty
words a minute, flashing at twelve, to learn almost 200 different flags,
colours, and meanings, and six kinds of codes. So I had to do a bit of

swotting. In due course I passed 100% for flashing, and 90% for theory.
Sig. L. P. lackson (36-42). My wound is nothing serious; in fact it
is just the sort you wish for in your browned off periods. Only one bullet
out of the burst that was fired at me hit me. It went in behind the small

toe and came out next to the big toe, breaking the second toe. So I was
very lucky. '

Sig. J. D. Allsopp (39-42). Hospital is a real life of luxury after
coming down from the line: good food, nice bed, charming nurses. The
firsv few weeks were pretty grim. To put it in short, a mortar shell
dropped about three feet from me. My two companions were killed and
I was duly peppered. Six wounds in all, all up my left side, and I've had

35 stitches. The wounds are now healed, but the scars will remain. My
only trouble is a continual buzzing in the ears, caused by blast.
Pfe. H. L. Scheffer (39-40). The weather here is very cold and wet,
so when we are off duty we all sit around fires trying to get warm and
dry. While on a course at a British camp I met Ledlie Hume, and in Rome
had a good chav wi'h te Raw brothers.

Cnr. R. le Crove Smith (36-42). The journey across a corner of North
Africa was very enjoyable, though we all travelled in cattle trucks for three

days. The picnicking spirit helped quite a lot. The sudden cold of Italy
shook us rather, but I m used to it now. The other day, while waiting to
see the den'isv, I bumped into Tiny Doidge, with is well-known smile.

KEARSNEY COLLEGE OLD BOYS' CLUB.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 1943.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES.

The Kearsney College Chronicle is published every )uly and January,
and costs 2/- per copy. Back copies are available.

We acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of magazines from: Kingswood School (Bath), Kingswood College (Crahamstown), Epworth High
School, Maritzburg College, St. John's College (Johannesburg), Cordwalles,
Michaelhouse, The Leys, Blundells, Oundle, and'Rydal Mount.
The Editor wishes to thank the following in the preparation of this

magazine: The Head, Mr. Oram, Mr. Medworth, and Mr. Milner for help
with sundry items; Messrs. C. Jackson, J. N. Hulett, and the Raw brothers
for financial assistance; Mr. Alec Beatty for his usual co-operation in the
setting up of the type.
OLD BOYS' CLUB.

Membership Subscription; Life, £3/3/-; Annual, 7/6.
Since July, the following Old Boys have paid Life Subscriptions :
D. Crankshaw, A. J. Munro, A. R. W. Metcalf, M. Crookes, J. B. King,
C. Theunissen, J. Davey, L. Dyson, M. Isralls, M. Lawson, I. F. Jackson,
B. C. R. Tedder. There are now 162 Life Members.
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